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DEFENDANTS CME GROUP INC.'S AND BOARD OF TRADE OF THE CITY OF 

CHICAGO, INC.'S ANSWER AND AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSES TO 
PLAINTIFFS' FIRST AMENDED COMPLAINT 

Defendants CME Group Inc. ("CMEG") and Board ofTrade of the City of 

Chicago, Inc. ("CBOT"), by and through their attorneys of record, hereby state their answer to 

the Plaintiffs' First Amended Complaint (the "Complaint") as follows. Any allegation, avennent, 

contention or statement in the Complaint not specifically and unequivocally admitted herein is 

denied. 

Defendants specifically object to Plaintiffs' use of the term "CME" to refer 

collectively to CMEG and CBOT in the Complaint and specifically deny all allegations in which 

the Defendants are collectively referred to as "CME.". Defendants use the term "CMEG" 

throughout this Answer to refer to CME Group Inc., "CBOT" to refer to Board of Trade of the 

City of Chicago, Inc., and "CME, Inc." to refer to the Chicago Mercantile Exchange, Inc. 



I. NATURE OF THE ACTION 

1. This is a breach of contract action seeking hundreds of millions of dollars in 

damages and declaratory and injunctive relief based on CME's decision to fundamentally change 

the trading rights and privileges afforded to the Class B Plaintiffs, and to modify the eligibility 

requirements for exercising trading rights and privileges to the substantial detriment of the Class 

B Plaintiffs. By doing so, CME breached contractual obligations under which any such change 

by CME required an affinnative vote by the Class B Plaintiffs, which CME never sought or 

obtained. 

ANSWER: Defendants admit that this is a breach of contract action and that 

Plaintiffs seek monetary damages and declaratory and injunctive relief. Defendants deny the 

remaining allegations in Paragraph 1 of the Complaint. 

2. Chicago-based CME is the world's largest futures and options exchange company, 
with annual revenues of more than $2.9 billion and a market capitalization in excess of $25 
billion. CME operates through various futures exchanges and trading platfonns, including 
CBOT, which CME acquired in 2007 for $11.3 billion. 

ANSWER: Defendants admit that CMEG is based in Chicago and owns 

numerous futures and options exchanges, including CBOT. Defendants further admit that 

CMEG has annual revenues of more than $2.9 billion and a market capitalization in excess of 

$25 billion. Defendants deny the remaining allegations in paragraph 2 of the Complaint, and 

further state that CBOT Holdings Inc. and Chicago Mercantile Exchange Holdings Inc. 

completed an $11.3 billion merger in 2007. At that time, Chicago Mercantile Exchange 

Holdings Inc. changed its name to CMEG. 

3. The Class B Plaintiffs are members ofCME and CBOT, and are largely 
comptised of the "old-line" traders who owned the two exchanges prior to their demutualization. 
In 2000, CME demutualized-that is, it completed a corporate restructuring whereby it 
transitioned from a non-profit membership organization owned by its members to a for-profit 
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stock corporation. Upon CME's demutualization, CME members received Class B shares in 
CME. The Class B shares conferred both equity interests in CME and contractual rights that 
were designed to preserve the value of their membership by protecting their trading rights and 
privileges into the future. Those contractual rights are set forth in the CME Group Charter (a 
copy of which is attached as Exhibit 1 ). The CBOT members who are Class B Plaintiffs obtained 
substantially similar contractual rights upon the demutualization of that exchange in 2005, and 
those contractual rights are set fotih in the Amended and Restated Certificate of Incorporation 
for CBOT (the "CBOT Charter") (a copy of which is attached as Exhibit 2). CME assumed the 
obligation to preserve the CBOT Class B members' rights when it acquired CBOT in 2007. 

ANSWER: Defendants admit that Plaintiffs Langer and Yennack are members of 

CME, Inc., that Plaintiff Goldberg is a member of CBOT, and that Plaintiffs purport to represent 

a class of members ofCME, Inc. and CBOT, many ofwhich were part owners ofCBOT or 

CME, Inc. prior to their demutualizations. Defendants also admit that CME, Inc. demutualized in 

2000, convetiing from a non-profit membership organization owned by its members to a for-

profit stock corporation, and that in cmmection with the demutualization, CME, Inc. members 

received Class B shares that represented both equity interests and certain contractual rights. 

Today, the CME, Inc. members' Class B shares are in CMEG, not CME, Inc. Defendants further 

admit that the contractual rights granted to CME, Inc. members as a result of CME, Inc.'s 

demutualization are set forth in the CMEG Charter. Defendants also admit that CBOT 

demutualized in 2005, at which time the CBOT members received certain contractual rights set 

forth in the CBOT Charter. Defendants deny the remaining allegations in Paragraph 3 of the 

Complaint. 

4. During the past several years, CME has substantially modified the eligibility 
requirements under which the Class B Plaintiffs and other customers can access CME's core 
trading teclmology platfonn, Globex, to exercise trading rights and privileges. CME has done so 
without obtaining the authority or vote of the Class B Plaintiffs that was required under the 
parties' contracts. At demutualization, Class B members had the exclusive right to trade CME 
products on Globex, and the right for an individual trader to access Globex was linked to a 
unique "Globex Screen Right" that was associated with an individual membership, such that the 
total number of"Globex Screen Rights" was equal to the total number of memberships. Limiting 
the number of "Globex Screen Rights" to the number of memberships, and requiring the 
ownership or lease of membership rights to access Globex directly, contributed to the value of 
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Class B memberships. Under the CME rules that were in place at the time of demutualization, 
which CME eliminated without its Class B members' approval, fees generated from leasing 
Globex trading 1ights were to be shared with CME members. 

ANSWER: Defendants deny the allegations in Paragraph 4 of the Complaint. 

5. Additionally, the Class B Plaintiffs previously (a) had the best and most 
proximate access to Globex as part of their trading rights and privileges; (b) did not have to pay 
any additional fee or surcharge to obtain that access; (c) were able to trade the full range of CME 
products on Globex and at member rates; and, as a result; (d) enjoyed preferential trading and 
clearing fees vis-a-vis other customers; and (e) were able to generate substantial revenues by 
leasing their trading rights and privileges to third parties. 

ANSWER: Defendants admit only that the CMEG Class B shareholders and 

CBOT Class B members have certain rights that are specified in the CMEG and CBOT Chmiers, 

respectively, and refer the Comito those Charters for the true and accurate terms thereof. 

Defendants also admit that ce1iain of their CMEG Class B shareholders and CBOT Class B 

members have leased their seats in the past and continue to do so. Defendants deny the 

remaining allegations in Paragraph 5 of the Complaint. 

6. Fifteen years ago, when CME was completing its demutualization, most trading 
was still executed by traders in the open outcry pits, but electronic trading via the Globex platform 
represented a large and rapidly growing portion of the market. Electronic trading continued to 
expand dramatically throughout the 2000s, and by 2007 the vast majority of trades were executed 
electronically. Because the vast majority of derivatives trading is now executed electronically, 
Globex access is essential for any CME market participant, and market participants pay 
substantial fees to CME for Globex access and related services. Having the best and most 
proximate access to the electronic trading platform allows trades to be executed more quickly, 
and having the best and most proximate access to the Globex electronic platform is very 
important and highly valuable to the Class B Plaintiffs and their lessees. Indeed, a trader who 
executes trades even fractions of a second more slowly than others is at a significant competitive 
disadvantage. 

ANSWER: Defendants admit that at the time CME, Inc. completed its 

demutualization, the majority of trading was executed by traders in the open outcry pits, but 

··electronic trading via the Globex platform represented a growing portion of the market. 

Defendants further admit that electronic trading expanded throughout the 2000s and that by 
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2007, over 75% oftrades were executed electronically. Defendants further admit that the vast 

majority of derivative trading is now executed electronically and that market participants pay 

fees for Globex access. Defendants also admit that co-location allows for the lowest latency 

connection for customers that trade on Globex. Defendants deny the remaining allegations in 

Paragraph 6 ofthe Complaint. 

7. In January 2012, CME opened the Aurora Data Center ("ADC"), a massive new 
data center in Aurora, Illinois that now houses the Globex electronic trading platform and match 
engine, which matches bids with offers to sell, for co-located trading. The ADC, in conjunction 
with Globex, now serves as a virtual trading floor, or what CME has referred to as an 
"electronic pit." Upon opening the ADC, CME discontinued its longstanding practice of 
providing the Class B Plaintiffs with the best access to the Globex for free and told the Class B 
Plaintiffs that they would need to pay substantial monthly rental fees to access the Globex at the 
ADC. In recent years, CME also began by-passing the lease market for the trading and access 
rights associated with Class B shares by directly marketing the right to access Globex in the 
ADC, allowing "non-member customers" and additional traders within clearing and corporate 
members to access Globex and trade CME products without owning or leasing memberships, 
and developing new products traded on Globex that Class B members were not authorized to 
trade at all or were unable to trade at the best rates and with the best proximity and access. By 
doing so, CME breached its contractual obligations, under which the "Core Rights" afforded to 
the Class B Plaintiffs include that any change to their floor access rights and privileges or to the 
eligibility requirements for any person to exercise the trading rights and privileges of CME 
requires the approval of the Class B Plaintiffs, which CME never obtained. 

ANSWER: Defendants admit that in January 2012, CMEG launched co-

location services at the ADC-a large data center in Aurora, Illinois that houses the Globex 

match engine, which matches bids with offers to sell. Defendants further admit that co-location 

services are available to both members and non-members for a fee. Defendants deny the 

remaining allegations in Paragraph 7 of the Complaint. 

8. Since January 2012, when CME opened the ADC, CME's market capitalization 
has increased by more than $10 billion, and the value of its publicly traded Class A shares has 
increased proportionally. As a result of the breach of contract alleged herein, however, the Class 
B Plaintiffs-who consist largely of the futures traders who owned CME and CBOT prior to 
their demutualization-have not shared in CME's tremendous growth. Instead, during this period 
of enormous growth for CME and its Class A shareholders, the value of plaintiffs' Class B 
memberships has declined or remained flat, with some series of Class B memberships losing 
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hundreds of millions of dollars in value. This radical deviation between the value of Plaintiffs' 
Class B shares and the value of CME's A shares and of CME as a whole is fundamentally 
inconsistent with the acknowledgement of CME's Chainnan Emeritus, Leo Melamed, that the 
value of aCME membership serves as "[t]he bellwether of the Mere's strength and potential." 
Leo Melamed, For Crying Out Loud: From Open Outcry to the Electronic Screen, at 25 (2009) 
[hereafter, For Crying Out Loud]. 

ANSWER: Defendants admit that CMEG's market capitalization has increased 

by more than $10 billion since January 2012, and that the value of its publicly traded Class A 

shares of common stock has also increased. Defendants deny the remaining allegations in 

Paragraph 8 ofthe Complaint. 

9. Historically, Class B Plaintiffs had been able to generate significant revenues by 
leasing their "seats," i.e., the trading 1ights and privileges that are, as a matter of contract, 
associated with Class B memberships. The languishing value of the Class B Plaintiffs' seats since 
the beginning of2012 stems from the fact that the previously liquid and lucrative market for 
leasing the trading rights and privileges associated with Class B memberships has been 
substantially destroyed through CME's actions. Because CME is now by-passing the Class B 
Plaintiffs and leasing Globex access rights on the ADC floor directly to customers that otherwise 
would have paid for access as part of their lease payments to Class B Plaintiffs generating fees 
for itself by allowing non-member customers and additional traders within clearing and corporate 
member firms to trade through Globex without owning or leasing Class B memberships, and 
excluding Class B members from new products traded on Globex, many Class B Plaintiffs are no 
longer able to lease their seats at all. Those that are still able to lease their seats are doing so at 
substantially lower rates than they would be able to obtain if they maintained the best and most 
proximate access Globex at the ADC, if CME had not authorized the issuance of additional 
Globex trading rights without any approval by or compensation to the Class B members, and if 
the value of their seats had not been diluted by the conduct by Defendants alleged in this 
complaint. 

ANSWER: Defendants admit that CMEG Class B Shareholders and CBOT 

Class B Members are able to generate revenues by leasing their memberships. Defendants deny 

the remaining allegations in Paragraph 9 of the Complaint. 

10. Upon the creation of Plaintiffs' Class B shares, CME agreed to preserve certain 
"Core Rights" of the Class B shareholders, including Core Right Numbers 2 and 4, under which 
CME agreed not to change the Class B shareholders' "floor access rights and privileges" or "the 
eligibility requirements for any Person to exercise any of the trading rights or privileges of 
members of the Exchange" without a vote of the Class B shareholders. CBOT's Certificate of 
Incorporation similarly guarantees that the "trading rights and privileges" of its Class B members 
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cannot be modified without member approval. In Atiicle 15 of the CME Group Charter, CME 
further guarantees that CME and CBOT members are to have "all trading rights and privileges for 
all new products ... traded on ... any electronic trading system maintained by the Exchange or 
CBOT or any of their respective successors or successors-in-interest," i.e., Globex. Until2012, 
CME appeared to acknowledge through its conduct and through the representations it made to the 
Class B Plaintiffs the "trading rights and privileges" of the Class B Plaintiffs included the right 
and privilege to have preferential access and proximity to Globex and to trade the full range of 
CME products traded on Globex at member rates, without any surcharge or additional fee. 

ANSWER: Defendants admit that at the time of demutualization, CME, Inc. 

agreed to preserve cetiain "Core Rights" ofthe Class B Members ofCME, including Core Right 

Numbers 2 and 4, under which CME agreed not to change the "floor access rights and privileges" 

or "the eligibility requirements for any Person to exercise any of the trading rights or ptivileges of 

members of the Exchange" without a vote ofthe CMEG Class B members. Defendants also 

admit that Article 15 of the CMEG Charter guarantees that CME and CBOT members are to have 

"all trading rights and ptivileges for all new products ... traded on ... any electronic trading 

system maintained by the Exchange or CBOT or any of their respective successors or successors-

in-interest." Defendants refer the Court to the CMEG Certificate oflncorporation for the true and 

accurate tenns thereof. Defendants further admit that CBOT's Certificate of Incorporation 

contains "Core Rights" that cannot be adversely affected without member approval. Defendants 

refer the Court to the CBOT Certificate of Incorporation for the true and accurate terms thereof. 

Defendants deny the remaining allegations in Paragraph 10 of the Complaint. 

11. Upon opening the ADC, CME stopped providing the Class B Plaintiffs with the 
best and most proximate access to the Globex electronic trading platfonn as pmi of their 
membership rights and at no additional charge, and instead told the Class B Plaintiffs that they 
could continue to have the best access and closest proximity to Globex only if they each paid 
CME $8,000 to $12,000 in monthly rental fees to do so. CME never obtained the Class B 
Plaintiffs' approval of this fundamental change to their trading rights and privileges. 

ANSWER: Defendants deny the allegations in Paragraph 11 of the Complaint. 
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12. Defendants additionally have breached their contractual obligations to the Class B 
Plaintiffs during this same time frame by providing trading rights and preferential fees to certain 
customers, including Electronic Corporate Members ("ECMs"), that met minimum trading 
volume thresholds, and, on infonnation and belief, by providing additional Globex access rights 
and preferential fees to ECMs, clearing members and non-member customers that were not made 
available to Class B members generally, and by allowing ECMs, employees of clearing members, 
and other non-member customers to trade on Globex without requiring the purchase or lease of a 
Class B membership or any other compensation to Class B members. These too were changes to 
the "the eligibility requirements for any Person to exercise any of the trading rights or p1ivileges 
of members of the Exchange," in violation of the Class B Plaintiffs' Core Rights under the 
contracts with Defendants. By allowing ECMs and other nonmember customers to trade without 
purchasing or leasing Class B memberships, and by granting preferential fees and additional 
Globex access rights to clearing members and ECMs and, on infonnation and belief, other non
member customers, CME has fmiher undennined the market value and lease rates for Class B 
memberships, thereby damaging the Class B Plaintiffs. 

ANSWER: Defendants deny the allegations in Paragraph 12 of the Complaint. 

13. By discontinuing the Class B Plaintiffs' right to the best and most proximate 
access to Globex as part of their membership rights and privileges, and by instead directly 
marketing to non-member customers the right to "co-located" access to Globex at the ADC and 
allowing additional traders to trade directly on Globex so long as they paid Globex fees to CME 
and their trades are guaranteed by a clearing member, while excluding Class B members from 
new products traded on Globex, CME has been able to garner for itselfhundreds of millions of 
dollars in fees that otherwise would have been paid to the Class B Plaintiffs in the fonn of 
additional lease payments, or additional compensation for their Class B seats upon sale, or other 
distributions to CME members. For instance, CME claimed that it generated more than $40 
million in co-location services fees in 2012 alone, and it has generated tens of millions of dollars 
in additional co-location services fees to date. CME has generated many millions of dollars in 
additional fees on trades executed by non-member customers and employees ofECMs and 
clearing members that it now pennits to trade on Globex without owning or leasing Class B 
memberships. 

ANSWER: Defendants admit that CMEG derived 2% of its revenues from its co-

location business in 2012 through 2014. Defendants admit that fees are generated for trades 

executed on Globex, including trades made by non-members. Defendants deny the remaining 

allegations in Paragraph 13 of the Complaint. 

14. The Class B Plaintiffs bring this class action against CME on behalf of all CME 
Class B shareholders and CBOT Class B members that are not Clearing Members or ECMs, to 
enforce their contractual rights and recover money damages for losses already suffered. The 
Class B Plaintiffs additionally seek declaratory and injunctive relief and specific perfonnance 
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allowing them to co-locate at the ADC at no additional cost, and precluding CME from granting 
Globex trading rights to ECMs and other traders that have not purchased or leased Class B 
memberships except on tenns that are approved by the Class B members pursuant to the CME 
and CBOT Charters. 

ANS,VER: Paragraph 14 states a legal conclusion to which no response is 

required. To the extent that an answer is required, Defendants admit that Plaintiffs have brought 

this putative class action and seek the relief set forth therein. Defendants deny the remaining 

allegations in Paragraph 14 of the Complaint. 

II. JURISDICTION AND VENUE 

15. This Court has jurisdiction over this case under 735 ILCS 5/2-209(a) and (b) 
because the case arises from business that Defendants have transacted within this State, and 
because Defendants do business within this state. 

ANSWER: Paragraph 15 states a legal conclusion to which no response is 

required. To the extent that an answer is required, Defendants admit that this Court has 

jurisdiction over this matter. 

16. This case satisfies the requirements for maintaining a class action under 735 ILCS 
5/2-801 because: ( 1) the class is so numerous that joinder of all members is impracticable, (2) 
there are questions of fact or law cmmnon to the class, which common questions predominate 
over any questions affecting only individual members, (3) the representative parties will fairly 
and adequately protect the interest of the class, and (4) the class action is an appropriate method 
for the fair and efficient adjudication of the controversy. 

ANSWER: Paragraph 16 states a legal conclusion to which no response is 

required. To the extent that an answer is required, Defendants deny that this case satisfies the 

requirements for maintaining a class action under 73 5 ILCS 5/2-801. 

17. The claims in this case are properly asserted in and should remain in this comi 
because ( 1) more than two-thirds of the proposed class members are citizens of the State of 
Illinois; (2) the Illinois citizens in the proposed class suffered their injuries in the State of 
Illinois; (3) no prior action alleging the claims asserted in this case or claims similar to those 
asserted in this case has been filed in federal court; and ( 4) the defendants are citizens of the 
State of Illinois. 
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ANSWER: Paragraph 17 states a legal conclusion to which no response is 

required. To the extent that an answer is required, Defendants state that the United States 

Federal Court for the Northern District of Illinois has ruled that this action should proceed in 

state court. 

18. Venue is proper in this district pursuant to 73 5 ILCS 5/2-101 because Defendants 
conduct business in Cook County and maintain principal places of business in Cook County. 

ANSWER: Paragraph 18 states a legal conclusion to which no response is 

required. To the extent that an answer is required, Defendants admit that venue is proper in this 

court. 

III. THE PARTIES 

A. The Plaintiffs 

19. Sheldon Langer has been a member of CME since 1974. Sheldon Langer has 
leased his membership to lessees since before January 2012. He resides in Lake County, Illinois. 

ANSWER: Defendants deny that Sheldon Langer was has been a member 

since 197 4 and further state that Sheldon Langer has been a member since 197 6. Defendants 

admit that Sheldon Langer has leased his membership to lessees since before January 2012, and 

resides in Lake County, Illinois. 

20. Ronald M. Y ermack has been a member of CME since the mid-1970s. Ronald M. 
Y ennack has leased his membership to lessees since before January 2012. He resides in Cook 
County, Illinois. 

ANSWER: Defendants admit that Ronald M. Y ennack has been a member of 

CME, Inc. since the mid-1970s, has leased his membership to lessees since before January 2012, 

and resides in Cook County, Illinois. Defendants further state that Ronald M. Y ennack has been 

a member since 197 5. 
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21. Lance R. Goldberg has been a member of CBOT since 2003 and has leased his 
membership to lessees since before January 2012. He resides in Cook County, Illinois. 

ANSWER: Defendants admit the Lance R. Goldberg has been a member of 

CBOT since 2003 and has leased his membership since before January 2012. Defendants state 

that LanceR. Goldberg obtained a second membership in CBOT in 2013 and has leased out that 

membership as well. Defendants admit that he resides in Cook County, Illinois. 

B. Defendants 

22. CME is a Delaware corporation that owns and operates derivatives exchanges 
throughout the world. CME's exchanges mmually handle approximately 3 billion transactions 
worth approximately $1 quadrillion. CME's headquarters is in Chicago, Illinois. CME conducts 
an extensive amount of business in Cook County, Illinois. CME owns the ADC and the Globex 
electronic trading platfonn, which are in Illinois. 

ANSWER: Defendants admit that CMEG is a Delaware corporation, 

headqumiered in Chicago, Illinois, that owns a number of derivative exchanges. Defendants also 

admit that the derivative exchanges that CMEG owns handled nearly 3.5 billion contracts worth 

more than $1 quadrillion in 2014. Defendants further admit that the ADC and the Globex 

electronic trading platform are located in Illinois. Defendants deny the remaining allegations in 

Paragraph 22 of the Complaint. 

23. CBOT is a Delaware corporation and subsidiary of the CME, is one of the CME 
exchanges, and is headquartered in Chicago, Illinois. The CBOT conducts an extensive amount 
ofbusiness in Cook County, Illinois. 

ANSWER: Defendants admit that CBOT is a Delaware corporation 

headquartered in Chicago, Illinois. Defendants also admit that CBOT is a derivatives exchange 

and a subsidiary of CMEG and that CBOT conducts significant business in Cook County, 

Illinois. Defendants deny the remaining allegations in Paragraph 23 of the Complaint. 
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C. Class Allegations 

24. The proposed class would consist of all Class B shareholders of CME and all 
Class B members of CBOT, except clearing Members, ECMs, and directors and officers of 
CME. 

ANS\VER: Paragraph 24 of the Complaint does not contain any allegations of 

fact and therefore no answer is required. Answering further, Defendants deny that class 

certification is appropriate in this case. 

25. According to the CME Group Charter, there are 3,138 potentially eligible CME 
Class B shares, which fall into four individual memberships series at CME: (1) 625 "CME B-1 
Memberships," which allow the members to trade all CME products; (2) 813 "International 
Monetary Market B-2 Memberships," which allow the members to trade certain financial 
products, (3) 1,287 "Index and Options Market B-3 Memberships," which allow the members to 
trade certain index futures and other products; and (4) 413 "Growth and Emerging Market B-4 
Memberships," which allow the members to trade certain products usually associated with 
emerging market countries. 

ANSWER: Defendants admit the allegations in Paragraph 25 of the Complaint 

and refer the court to the CMEG Charter for the true and accurate terms thereof. 

26. On July 12, 2007, the CBOT merged with CME. Under the Amended and 
Restated Certificate of Incorporation for CBOT, there are 3,681 authorized CBOT memberships 
that are potentially eligible for the proposed class, which include: 1,402 B-1 memberships, 867 
B-2 memberships, 128 Series B-3 memberships, 641 Series B-4 memberships, and 643 Series B-
5 memberships. The CBOT Charter grants CBOT's Class B members rights that are 
substantially identical to the "Core Rights" of the CME Class B shareholders. 

ANSWER: Defendants admit that on July 12, 2007, CBOT Holdings, Inc. 

merged with Chicago Mercantile Exchange Holdings Inc. The surviving entity, Chicago 

Mercantile Exchange Holdings Inc. immediately changed its name to CMEG. Defendants 

further admit that the Amended and Restated Certificate of Incorporation for CBOT provides 

that there are 3,681 CBOT Series B memberships including 1,402 Series B-1 memberships, 867 

Series B-2 memberships, 128 Series B-3 memberships, 641 Series B-4 memberships, and 643 

Series B-5 memberships. Defendants also admit that the CBOT Charter grants CBOT's Class B 
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members certain contractual rights. Defendants refer the Court to the Amended and Restated 

CBOT Certificate of Incorporation for the true and accurate terms thereof. Defendants deny the 

remaining allegations in Paragraph 26 of the Complaint. 

27. Excluded from the class would be Class B shareholders who are "Clearing 
Members" or "Corporate Members," as well as those Class B shareholders or members who are 
officers or directors of CME, because these groups have different and potentially conflicting 
interests from the Class B Plaintiffs. Clearing Members guarantee the ability of their clients, also 
referred to as "customers," to trade on the exchange, and under the CME practices challenged in 
this complaint are now able to authorize additional traders and teams of traders to execute trades 
through Globex without purchasing or leasing additional Class B memberships. Corporate 
Members are required to own or lease a specified number of Class B memberships, and they are 
pennitted to engage in proprietary trading only. (Electronic Corporate Members are required to 
meet certain trading volume requirements.) Neither Clearing Members nor Corporate Members 
are in the business ofleasing Class B memberships to third parties, and the current fee for co
located access to the Globex at the ADC is not material to their viability. There appear to be 
approximately 70 Clearing Members, and the number of Corporate Members, or Electronic 
Corporate Members is unknown. 

ANSWER: Defendants admit that clearing members guarantee the ability of 

their clients, also referred to as "customers," to trade on the exchange. Defendants further admit 

that corporate members of CME, Inc. and/or CBOT are required to own or lease a specified 

number of Class B memberships, and may engage in proprietary trading only. Defendants also 

admit that electronic corporate members are required to meet certain trading volume 

requirements, and that neither clearing members nor corporate members lease memberships to 

third pmiies. The remaining statements in Paragraph 27 are not allegations of fact to which a 

response is required. To the extent any additional response is necessary, Defendants deny the 

remaining allegations and further deny that class certification is appropriate in this case. 

28. Class Period. The class period commenced no later than January 2012, when 
Defendants opened the ADC and stopped providing the Class B Plaintiffs with the best and most 
proximate access to the Globex trading platfonn for free, and will continue until the litigation 
concludes. To the extent that Defendants began marketing trading rights and privileges, 
including co-location services, at the ADC before January 2012, to the extent that Defendants 
allowed non-member customers to trade through Globex and denied the Class B Plaintiffs the 
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right that were first made available on Globex after the effective date ofthe merger of CME and 
CBOT, and to the extent that such conduct resulted in the dilution of the value of the Class B 
Plaintiffs' memberships or the loss of lease revenues or profits, the Class B Plaintiffs may seek 
the certification of a class that includes an earlier stmi date for the class period. 

ANSWER: Defendants admit that they opened the ADC for co-location in 

January 2012. Defendants deny the remaining factual allegations in Paragraph 28 of the 

Complaint, and further deny that class cetiification is appropriate in this case. 

29. Numerosity. The class is so numerous that joinder of all members would be 
impracticable. There are thousands of class members. All members are alleging the same breach 
of the Charter based on Defendants' exclusion of the Class B Plaintiffs from the ADC unless a 
fee is paid and the same method for calculating damages. 

ANSWER: Paragraph 29 ofthe Complaint does not contain allegations of fact 

to which a response is required. To the extent the statements set forth in Paragraph 29 ofthe 

Complaint require a responsive pleading, Defendants deny all such statements and futiher deny 

that class certification is proper in this case. 

30. Common Questions. Common questions of fact and law exist as to all members 
of the class and predominate over any questions solely affecting individual members of the class. 
The questions of fact and law that are common to the class include: 

(a) The existence and meaning of the Class B Plaintiffs' contractual 
rights. 

(b) Whether the Defendants breached their contractual obligations to the 
Class B Plaintiffs by, without a vote, depriving the Class B 
Plaintiffs of their tight to superior proximity and access to the 
Globex electronic trading platform at the ADC unless a fee was 
paid; 

(c) Whether the Defendants breached their contractual obligations to the 
Class B plaintiffs by, without a vote, depriving the Class B 
Plaintiffs of their right to trade the full range of new CME products 
on Globex at member rates. 

(d) Whether the Defendants breached their contractual obligations to the 
Class B Plaintiffs by, without a vote, directly leasing access to the 
Globex electronic trading platfonn and granting preferential fees to 
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ECMs and other non-member customers that did not lease or own 
Class B shares. 

(e) Whether the Class B Plaintiffs have sustained, or will sustain, 
injuries as a result of the breach of Defendants' contractual 
obligations. 

(f) The proper methodology for calculating the Class B Plaintiffs' 
damages. 

(g) Whether the Class B Plaintiffs should be granted the requested 
injunctive relief requiring that they be provided co-located access to 
the Globex system at the ADC as pmi of their trading rights and 
privileges. 

ANSWER: Paragraph 30 of the Complaint does not contain factual allegations 

to which a response is required. To the extent the statements set forth in Paragraph 30 of the 

Complaint require a responsive pleading, Defendants deny all such statements and further deny 

that class certification is appropriate in this case. 

31. Adequacy of Representation. The class representatives include Class B 
shareholders ofCME and Class B members ofCBOT. Their claims are substantially similar, if 
not identical, to those of absent class members; they have no interests antagonistic to the class. 
Their undersigned counsel are experienced and capable of representing the class. Plaintiffs and 
their counsel have the necessary resources to adequately and vigorously litigate this action. 

ANSWER: Paragraph 31 of the Complaint does not contain factual allegations 

to which a response is required. To the extent the statements set forth in Paragraph 31 of the 

Complaint require a responsive pleading, Defendants admit that Plaintiffs Langer and Y ennack 

are members of CME, Inc. and CMEG Class B shareholders, and that Plaintiff Goldberg is a 

member of CBOT, and deny all other statements. Defendants further deny that class certification 

is appropriate in this case. 

32. Appropriateness. A class action is the most appropriate method for the fair and 
efficient adjudication of the controversy since all matters would be before a single tribunal in a 
single action. Class treatment would be highly cost effective, both for the Court and the parties, 
in comparison to individual litigation. 
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ANSWER: Paragraph 32 of the Complaint does not contain factual allegations to 

which a response is required. To the extent the statements set forth in Paragraph 32 of the 

Complaint require a responsive pleading, Defendants deny all such statements. Defendants 

further deny that class certification is appropriate in this case. 

IV. FACTS 

A. The Development of the Class B Plaintiffs' Right to the Best Access and 
Closest Proximity to the Globex Trading Platform as Part of their 
Membership Rights and Privileges. 

33. Over the past two decades, CME and CBOT have transitioned from an "open 
outcry" market, in which the vast majority of futures transactions were executed through verbal 
communications and hand signals delivered from one trader to another on a trading floor called 
the "pit," to a predominantly electronic marketplace, in which the vast majority of trades are now 
executed through computers. Leo Melamed, CME's fanner Chainnan, and current Chairman 
Emeritus and Chainnan of its Strategic Steering Committee-and self-described "effective 
leader ofthe Chicago Mercantile Exchange" from 1967 through 1991 and 1997 through 2002-
explained in his book For Oying Out Loud that the groundwork for this transition was laid in the 
early 1990s, when the Globex electronic trading platfonn was launched through a joint venture 
between CME and CBOT, from which CBOT later withdrew. According to Melamed, "a 
primary hallmark of CME's success is Globex, its electronic transaction system. Globex enabled 
the exchange to evolve from the antiquated open-outcry transaction architecture to one that is at 
the cutting edge of present-day electronic automation." For Crying Out Loud at xiv. 

ANSWER: Defendants admit the allegations in Paragraph 33 of the Complaint. 

34. The centrality of Globex to the future of futures trading was recognized by CME 
and its executives early on. In 1994, during an early failed attempt to fonn a joint venture with 
the then-independent CBOT to support the development and expansion of Globex, Melamed 
wrote, in what was to have been a Chicago Tribune editorial that he instead delivered verbally to 
the boards of directors of both CME and CBOT 

In its most basic tenns, Globex symbolizes the inevitable march of teclmology, 
the recognition by futures markets that the era of global 24 hour trading has 
arrived, and that automation is a necessary adjunct to the infrastructure of futures 
trade. But Globex means much more. Globex goes a long way toward assuring 
Chicago's continued dominance as the global capital of futures markets and the 
center for risk management. 

For Crying Out Loud at 19 (emphasis added). 
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ANSWER: Defendants admit that the quoted language in Paragraph 34 of the 

Complaint comes fi·om Leo Melamed's book "For Crying Out Loud." Defendants deny any 

characterizations Plaintiffs make or inferences Plaintiffs draw from the quoted language. 

Defendants deny the remaining allegations in Paragraph 34 of the Complaint. 

35. From its founding in 1898 and throughout the twentieth century, CME was a 
mutual company owned and controlled by its member traders, and the successful transition to the 
world of electronic trading that Melamed envisioned thus required the consent of CME's member 
traders. Additionally, because open outcry trading was still the predominant means of futures 
trading at the time, and because CME members played a key role in creating liquidity for its 
futures contracts, CME recognized that its floor traders would be critical to developing the 
market for new, electronically traded futures products. According to Melamed, CME Executive 
Bill Shepard, the Chainnan of the Globex Oversight Committee that was responsible for 
implementing the Globex platform, recognized from the outset that providing members with the 
best access to electronically traded products was "vital, both in placating members as well as 
insuring the success of the contract." For Oying Out Loud at 35. 

ANSWER: Defendants admit that from 1898 until it completed its 

demutualization in 2000, CME, Inc. was a mutual company owned and controlled by its member 

traders. Defendants also admit that at the time of demutualization, open outcry was the 

predominant means of futures trading. Defendants deny the remaining allegations in Paragraph 

35 of the Complaint. 

36. In September 1997, when CME launched the "E-Mini"-a futures product 
indexed to the S&P 500, and the first futures product that was traded only electronically-CME 
members on the trading floor had what Melamed described as a "special role in the development 
of theE-Mini" contract market. For Crying Out Loud at 41. To ensure that its member floor 
traders could and would help build the market for the new product, CME "place[ d] Globex 
tenninals with an especially built arbitrage unit on the trading floor with proximity and visibility 
to the S&P 500 pit-which Bill [Shepard] referred to as the 'price-discovery pit."' Id. TheE-Mini 
has since been an enonnously successful product for CME, and now has a daily trading volume 
in excess of $1 00 billion. 

ANSWER: Defendants admit that CME, Inc. launched the "E-Mini" contract 

in September 1997-a futures product indexed to the S&P 500 and the first futures product 

traded electronically. Defendants also admit that at the time ofthe launch of theE-Mini contract, 
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CME, Inc. placed Globex tenninals on the trading floor with proximity to the S&P pit. 

Defendants fmiher admit that theE-Mini is a successful product of CME, Inc. with present daily 

trading volume in excess of $1 00 billion. Defendants also admit that the language excerpted in 

paragraph 36 is a quote from the book For Oying Out Loud, but specifically deny any 

characterizations Plaintiffs make or inferences Plaintiffs draw from the quoted language. 

Defendants deny the remaining allegations in Paragraph 36 of the Complaint. 

3 7. As CME continued to expand its electronic trading platfonn in the late 1990s, it 
recognized that it needed to do so in a way that its members would support. As Melamed put it, 
the "open outcry old guard was still alive and kicking with enough votes to derail" any 
recommendation for expanded electronic trading or for any corporate restructuring that would 
facilitate the expansion of electronic trading. For Crying Out Loud at 56. According to Melamed, 
CME retained the McKinsey & Company consulting finn to assist in developing a strategic plan 
that would be supp01ied by the CME members, and placed two McKinsey partners on the 
committee that was responsible for those plans. In August 1998, McKinsey provided CME's 
Strategic Planning Committee with a report in which it recommended that, if CME was to obtain 
the member supp01i it needed to expand electronic trading, it also would need to "allow current 
members to have trading rights on both the trading floor and the electronic platfonn." Id. at 55. 

ANSWER: Defendants admit that in his book, Melamed states that CME, Inc. 

retained McKinsey & Company to assist in developing a strategic plan that would be supported 

by the CME, Inc. members, that CME, Inc. placed two McKinsey partners on the committee 

responsible for those plans; and that in August 1998, McKinsey provided CME, Inc.'s Strategic 

Platming Committee with a report in which it recommended that, if CME, Inc. was to obtain the 

member support it needed to expand electronic trading, it also would need to "allow current 

members to have trading rights on both the trading floor and the electronic platform." 

Defendants deny the remaining allegations in Paragraph 37 of the Complaint. 

38. Throughout the late 1990s, CME continued to develop and implement 
technologies that would ensure its member owners had the best access and closest proximity to 
the Globex platfonn. For instance, in March 1999, the CME Strategic Planning Committee 
approved the development of a hand-held device called the "Galax-C," which was designed to 
provide traders with real-time access to Globex data while on the floor. The Galax-C was 
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designed to "enable local traders to conduct interactive Globex trading from anywhere on the 
trading floor." For Crying Out Loud at 57. 

ANSWER: Defendants admit that in March 1999, the CME, Inc. Strategic Planning 

Committee approved the development of a hand-held device called the "Galax-C," which was 

designed to provide traders with real-time access to Globex data while on the floor. Defendants 

further admit that Melamed states in For Oying Out Loud that the Galax-C "enable[d] local 

traders to conduct interactive Globex trading from anywhere on the trading floor." Defendants 

deny the remaining allegations in Paragraph 38 of the Complaint. 

39. By 2000, electronic trading through the Globex was a small but rapidly growing 
portion of CME's futures trading business. Electronic trading then accounted for only 
approximately 10% of all trading through the CME, but the amount of electronic trading was 
doubling each year. From the outset, CME members, who at the time were still the owners of the 
company, had the best and most proximate access to the Globex platfonn to facilitate electronic 
trading, and they were not charged any additional fee or surcharge for that access. The best and 
most proximate access to the Globex platfonn was simply and consistently treated as a 
fundamental part of the CME members' trading rights and privileges. Under the CME Rules that 
existed at the time, and specifically the then-current version of Rule 582, the number of "Globex 
Screen Rights" ("GSR ") was limited to the number of CME membership, and each GSR was 
associated with an individual membership, such that CME members and their lessees had the 
exclusive right to execute trades directly through Globex. 

ANSWER: Defendants admit that by 2000, electronic trading through Globex 

was a small but rapidly growing portion ofCME, Inc.'s futures trading. Defendants further 

admit that prior to November 2000, CME Rule 582 provided that the number of "Globex Screen 

Rights" ("GSR") was limited to the number of CME, Inc. memberships. Defendants deny the 

remaining allegations in Paragraph 39 ofthe Complaint. 

40. CME viewed expanded electronic trading through the Globex platform as a core 
component of its business strategy, and it expected electronic trading through the Globex to 
comprise a progressively larger portion of overall trading in the future. As Melamed recounted, 
CME's understanding was that "ultimately electronic trade would become the real 'price
discovery pit,'" For Crying Out Loud at 41, with Globex serving as a vi1iual trading floor. 
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ANSWER: Defendants admit that Melamed states in For Oying Out Loud that 

"ultimately electronic trade would become the real 'price-discovery pit."' Defendants deny the 

remaining allegations in Paragraph 40 of the Complaint, including any characterizations 

Plaintiffs make or inferences Plaintiffs draw from the quoted language. 

B. CME Promised to Preserve Class B Plaintiffs' Right to the Best Access and 
Closest Proximity to the Globex Platform, and to Allow the Class B Plaintiffs 
to Share in Globex-related Revenues, as Part of its Demutualization. 

41. In the late 1990s, CME, under Melamed's leadership, developed plans for the 
demutualization of the exchange-the transition from a non-profit membership organization that 
was owned by its members to a for-profit stock corporation. CME's leadership hoped that 
demutualization would allow CME to operate more efficiently and to compete effectively against 
rival exchanges throughout the world, and would position the company for an Initial Public 
Offering ("IPO") of its stock. CME ultimately completed its demutualization in November 2000, 
becoming the first exchange in the United States to do so. Two years later, CME completed its 
IPO. 

ANSWER: Defendants admit that in the late 1990s, CME, Inc. developed 

plans for the demutualization of the exchange, which would transition the exchange from a non-

profit membership organization that was owned by its members to a for-profit stock corporation. 

Defendants also admit that the leadership of CME, Inc. hoped that demutualization would allow 

it to operate more efficiently and compete effectively against rival exchanges. Defendants 

further admit that CME, Inc. completed its demutualization in 2000 and that CME, Inc.'s parent 

company, CME Holdings Inc., completed its Initial Public Offering in 2002. Defendants deny 

the remaining allegations in Paragraph 41 of the Complaint. 

42. To complete the demutualization, CME needed the support and approval of its 
member owners. CME devised a demutualization plan under which, upon demutualization, the 
equity interests in CME would be allocated between two classes of stock: Class A shares, which 
consisted solely of equity interests, and are now publicly traded; and Class B shares, which 
provided both equity interests and contractual trading rights and privileges. Upon 
demutualization, the CME members who previously owned the mutual organization and held 
trading rights and privileges in the exchange became equity owners and members in the new 
corporate entity. Each CME member was granted both Class A shares and Class B shares, with 
the number of Class A shares and the trading rights associated with the Class B shares dependent 
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upon the type of membership held by the member. Full members were issued the largest number 
of Class A shares, along with a Class B-1 share that confened the right to trade the full range of 
products traded through CME. Class B-2, B-3, and B-4 members were granted trading rights that 
were limited to the products they were entitled to trade prior to demutualization, and were issued 
fewer Class A shares. 

ANSWER: Defendants admit that CME, Inc. needed the support and approval 

of its member owners to complete the demutualization and that CME, Inc. devised a 

demutualization plan under which, upon demutualization, the equity interests in CME, Inc. 

would be allocated between two classes of stock: Class A shares, which consisted solely of 

equity interests, and Class B shares, which provided both equity interests and contractual trading 

rights and privileges. Defendants also admit that upon demutualization, the CME, Inc. members 

who previously owned the mutual organization became equity owners and members in the new 

corporate entity and that each CME, Inc. member received both Class A shares and Class B 

shares in the new CME, Inc., with the number of Class A shares and the trading rights associated 

with the Class B shares dependent upon the type of membership held by the member. 

Defendants further admit that CME, Inc. full members were issued the largest number of Class A 

shares, along with a Class B-1 share that confened the right to trade the full range of products 

traded through CME, Inc. and that Class B-2, B-3, and B-4 members were granted trading rights 

that were limited to the products they were entitled to trade prior to demutualization and also 

received fewer Class A shares. Defendants deny the remaining allegations in Paragraph 42 of 

the Complaint. 

43. In seeking its members' approval of its demutualization plan, and in the corporate 
contractual documents memorializing the demutualization, CME promised that it would preserve 
certain "Core Rights" of its member owners, who became the Class B shareholders upon · 
demutualization. Under CME Charter provisions adopted as part of the demutualization (and 
now embodied in the cunent version of the Charter that reaffirmed those provisions upon the 
completion of CME's merger with CBOT), the Class B shareholders' "Core Rights" are 
defined as follows: 
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"Core Rights" shall mean: 

1. the divisional product allocation rules applicable to each 
Membership class as set fmih in the rules of the Exchange; 

2. the trading floor access rights and privileges granted to Members 
of the Exchange; 

3. the number of authorized and issued shares of any class of Class B 
Common Stock; or 

4. the eligibility requirements for any Person to exercise any of the 
trading rights or privileges of members in the Exchange. 

See CME Group Charter, Division B Common Stock, § 1. 

ANSWER: Defendants admit that as part of the demutualization, CME, Inc. 

promised that it would preserve certain "Core Rights" of its fonner member owners and that 

those Core Rights were enumerated in the CME, Inc. Charter. Defendants fmiher admit that 

these "Core Rights" are now embodied in the CMEG Charter and refer the Court to the Charter 

for the true and accurate tenns thereof. Defendants deny the remaining allegations in Paragraph 

43 of the Complaint. 

44. Under the CME Charter, "[a]ny change, amendment or modification of the Core 
Rights ... shall be submitted to a vote of the Class B shareholders for their consideration and 
approval." CME Group Charter, Subdivision 2, §l(b). Any such "change, amendment or 
modification must be approved by a majority vote of the aggregate votes cast. ... " Id. 

ANSWER: Defendants admit that the quoted language appears in the CMEG 

Charter and refers the Court to the Charter for the true and accurate terms thereof. 

45. CME's regulatory filings made in connection with the demutualization and the 
Commodities Futures Trading Commission's ("CFTC") November 2000 Demutualization 
Memorandum approving the transaction confirm that the trading rights and privileges of Class B 
members include access to CME's electronic trading platfonn, Globex. Specifically, the CFTC 
Memorandum states that Class B shareholders in the new CME entity that was formed to 
facilitate demutualization "would have the 1ight to trade on the floor of new CME and 
electronically through the GLOBEX2 system as long as the individual or entity owned such 
shares." 
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ANSWER: Defendants admit that CME, Inc. made the requisite regulatory 

filings related to the demutualization with the CFTC in November of2000. Defendants also 

admit that the November 2000 Demutualization Memorandum states that CME, Inc. members 

"would have the right to trade on the floor of new CME and electronically through the 

GLOBEX2 system as long as the individual or entity owned such shares." Defendants deny the 

remaining allegations in Paragraph 45 of the Complaint. 

46. In CME's 2000 Stock Registration Statement that it filed with the SEC in 
connection with the demutualization, CME noted that "[a] holder of Class B shares ... will have 
the right to trade electronically through the GLOBEX2 system." Amendment No.5 to CME's 
Fonn S-4 Registration Statement, filed April 25, 2000 [hereinafter, Apr. 25, 2000 CME S-4], at 
35. The 2000 Registration Statement further acknowledged that the Class B Plaintiffs would 
benefit from their access and proximity to Globex: 

!d. at 70. 

Members and lessees also benefit from market infom1ation 
advantages that may accrue from their proximity to trading 
activity on the trading floors and from access to the GLOBEX2 
order book. 

ANSWER: Defendants admit that Amendment No. 5 to CME, Inc.'s Fonn S-4 

Registration Statement, filed April25, 2000, contains the quoted passages. Defendants deny the 

remaining allegations in Paragraph 46 of the Complaint. 

47. In the Registration Statement, CME also explained steps it had taken, and was 
committing to continue taking, to facilitate the Class B members' transition to electronic trading 
through the Globex. The Registration Statement described Globex as one of CME's "two trade 
execution facilities," along with the "open outcry trading pits," and stated that both trading 
facilities "offer our users secure and reliable facilities, immediacy of trade execution, anonymity, 
and price transparency." !d. at 62. The Registration Statement further noted that, "[i]n order to 
streamline the trading operations of our members and link our existing routing order technology, 
we have developed an application programming interface ... designed to route orders efficiently 
... to our trading floors and to GLOBEX2." !d. at 62. CME further noted that "[ o ]ur 
development oflinks between open outcry, electronic trading and electronic order routing will 
provide market users with greater access to the liquidity and execution facilities we provide." I d. 
at 63. The Class B Plaintiffs were among the "market users" that were intended to benefit from 
those developments. 
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ANSWER: Defendants admit that Amendment No.5 to CME, Inc.'s Fonn S-4 

Registration Statement, filed April25, 2000, contains the quoted passages. Defendants deny the 

remaining allegations in Paragraph 47 of the Complaint. 

48. CME's SEC filings for the demutualization also recognized that the Class B 
Plaintiffs' rights and privileges included a right to the lowest clearing fees: "New CME will 
continue to charge a lower clearing fee on Exchange products for trades made for their own 
accounts by a holder of a Class B share or by a lessee of the trading privileges of a Class B 
share." Id.at 35. CME explained that "[t]he trades of members and lessees of memberships for 
their own accounts qualify for lower fees in recognition of the market liquidity their trading 
activity provides." I d. at 70. 

ANSWER: Defendants admit that Amendment No.5 to CME, Inc.'s Fonn S-4 

Registration Statement, filed April 25, 2000, contains the quoted passages. Defendants deny the 

remaining allegations in Paragraph 48 of the Complaint. 

49. In its SEC filings for the demutualization, CME also recognized that the Class B 
Plaintiffs' right to vote on any change or modification to their Core Rights could impact CME's 
decision making in the future. CME noted that the "Class B shareholders will have the ability to 
preserve their trading rights through special approval rights ... The special approval rights ... 
could be used to block changes that management desires to make to enhance shareholder value." 
Id. at 10. 

ANSWER: Defendants admit that in its SEC filings for demutualization, CME, 

Inc. recognized that the Class B Plaintiffs' right to vote on any change or modification to their 

Core Rights could impact certain of the company's decision making in the future. Defendants 

further admit that Amendment No.5 to CME, Inc.'s Fonn S-4 Registration Statement, filed April 

25, 2000, contains the language quoted in Paragraph 49 of the Complaint. Defendants deny the 

remaining allegations in Paragraph 49. 

50. At the time of the demutualization, CME membership carried with it the right to 
access the Globex platfonn. As stated in Section B.l of the CFTC's 2000 Demutualization 
Memorandum: 
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An individual or entity that owned Class B Common Stock, and 
that also satisfied New CME's ownership and eligibility criteria, 
would have the right to trade on the floor of New CME and 
electronically through the GLOBEX2 system as long as the 
individual or entity owned such shares. 

2000 Demutualization Memorandum, p. 5 (emphasis added). 

ANSWER: Defendants admit that the CFTC's 2000 Demutualization 

Memorandum contains the language quoted in Paragraph 50 of the Complaint. Defendants deny 

the remaining allegations in Paragraph 50. 

51. CME's SEC filings specifically noted that Class B Plaintiffs had an unequivocal 
right to access Globex both from the trading floor and to trade from remote locations off of the 
physical trading floor: 

Trading Privileges. Each series of Class B Shares will have the 
trading privileges currently encompassed in the existing Membership 
interest associated with that series. New CME's rules will provide as 
follows: 

• Electronic Trading Rights. A holder of a series of Class B 
Shares who meets New CME's Membership and 
eligibility criteria will have the right to trade 
electronically through the GLOBEX2 system. This right 
is restricted, vvhen accessing GLOBEX2 terminals from 
the trading floors, to trading only contracts assigned to 
that series [of Class B Membership}. Otherwise, the 
holder may trade any product listed on the GLOBEX2 
system. 

See Apr. 25, 2000 Form S-4 at 70 (emphasis added). 

ANSWER: Defendants admit only that Amendment No. 5 to CME, Inc.'s F01m 

S-4 Registration Statement, filed April 25, 2000, contains the quoted passage. Defendants deny 

the remaining allegations in Paragraph 51 of the Complaint. 

52. June 2000 amendments to the CME Rule Book, specifically the "CME Rules to 
Implement the CME Demutualization," and the December 2000 CME "Consolidated Rule 
Book," also recognized that Globex access was part of Class B shareholders' trading rights and 
privileges and did not indicate that any charge would be associated with that access. In 
particular, Rule 121 recognized that Class B shareholders were eligible for Globex tenninals and 
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that they would receive member transaction rates for their Globex trades, with no mention of an 
access fee: 

121. Membership Privileges 

Membership in the Exchange entitles the member to the 
following privileges: 

c. To be eligible for a GLOBEX terminal, upon approval by 
the Clearing member that will guarantee the transactions 
effected through such tenninal, and to receive member 
[transaction} rates for those contracts in his Membership 
categ01y. 

!d. (emphasis added) 

ANSWER: Defendants admit only that Rule 121- as it existed in June and 

December 2000- contained the quoted language. Defendants deny the remaining allegations in 

Paragraph 52 of the Complaint. 

53. CME Rule 582, "GLOBEX Screen Rights," included as part of the mles 
submitted by CME to the CFTC as part of the demutualization plan, also provided that each 
Class B shareholder was entitled to a tenninal, refened to as a "GLOBEX Screen Right" or 
"GSR" at no charge, as one of the rights and privileges of a member: 

A GLOBEX terminal shall not be used to trade CME contracts 
unless a GLOBEX Screen Right ("GSR'') has been assigned to 
that terminal. There shall be 2, 724 GSRs (equal to the total 
number of Class B Shares, Series B-1, B-2 and B-3). 

Only individuals and firms that are eligible to obtain GLOBEX 
tenninals pursuant to Rules 574, 121 and 151 may obtain a GSR. 
Each individual and firm that owns Class B Shares, Series B-1, 
B-2 and B-3 and has retained the trading privileges associated 
with such Class B Share shall be entitled to one GSR, at no cost, 
for each Class B Share owned. 

(emphasis added.) 

ANSWER: Defendants admit only that CME, Inc. submitted certain mle 

changes to the CFTC as part of the demutualization plan, which included changes to the then-

cunent CME Rule 582. Defendants further admit that the proposed changes to Rule 582 
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contained the quoted language. Defendants deny the remaining allegations in Paragraph 53 of 

the Complaint. 

54. As part of the same Rule 582, CME also provided that CME members would 
share in any lease fees generated from the licensing GSRs that were not used by Class B 
members to other members, clearing firms, and participating exchanges: "All lease fees collected 
in respect of GSRs shall be distributed, pro rata, to each owner of a Class B share who has not 
made use ofthe GSR attributable to that Class B Share." Id. Rule 582.E. 

ANSWER: Defendants admit that CME Rule 582.E, as it existed in the rules 

submitted by CME, Inc. to the CFTC as part of the demutualization plan, contained the language 

quoted above. Defendants deny the remaining allegations in Paragraph 54 of the Complaint. 

55. In urging CME members to approve the demutualization plan during meeting 
with Class B members, CME leadership stressed that the Class B Plaintiffs would retain their 
trading rights and privileges-including their rights to the best and most proximate access to 
Globex, and their right to superior trading fees-following demutualization. 

ANSWER: Defendants deny the allegations in Paragraph 55 of the Complaint. 

56. Upon demutualization, Melamed explained, "the primary purpose of the Class B 
shares would be to confer the trading privileges associated with membership in the existing CME 
along with some equity value." For Oying Out Loud at 69 (emphasis added). With respect to 
clearing fees, "[w]e agreed that the clearing fees charged for floor-based business would never be 
greater than those charged for electronic trade." I d. at 70. During informational forums attended 
by Class B Plaintiffs prior to the vote on the demutualization plan, Melamed stressed that the 
clearing fees available to Class B shareholders would always be sufficiently lower than the fees 
available to any other customers to provide significant value to the Class B shareholders. 

ANSWER: Defendants admit that the quoted language in Paragraph 56 of the 

Complaint comes from Melamed's book, For Crying Out Loud, but deny any characterizations 

Plaintiffs make or inferences Plaintiffs draw from the quoted language. Defendants deny the 

remaining allegations in Paragraph 56 of the Complaint. 

57. Melamed summmized CME's fundamental commitment to its Class B 
shareholders at the time of demutualization as follows: 
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Changes to liquidity rules, or other "Core Rights" of B 
shareholders, such as product allocation rules, trading floor 
access rights and privileges, or other inherent floor membership 
rights, could not be made without a referendum by the B 
shareholders. It was an explicit and ironclad guarantee. 

!d. at 71 (emphasis added). 

ANSWER: Defendants admit that the quoted language in Paragraph 57 of the 

Complaint comes from Melamed's book, For Crying Out Loud, but deny any characterizations 

Plaintiffs make or inferences Plaintiffs draw from the quoted language. Defendants deny the 

remaining allegations in Paragraph 57 of the Complaint. 

58. The "explicit and ironclad guarantee" that Melamed provided to the Class B 
Plaintiffs at the time of demutualization included the right to maintain the best and most 
proximate access to the Globex electronic trading platfonn, at no additional charge, as part of 
their rights and privileges as members. Because the number of GSRs was limited to the number 
of memberships, and Class B members were entitled to share in GSR licensing revenues on a pro 
rata basis, the "explicit and ironclad guarantee" provided by Melamed also included the right to 
share in the profits associated with the future growth of the Globex platfonn. 

ANSWER: Defendants admit that the phrase "explicit and ironclad guarantee" 

appears in Melamed's book, For Oying Out Loud, but deny any characterizations Plaintiffs 

make or inferences Plaintiffs draw from the quoted language. Defendants deny all other 

allegations in Paragraph 58 of the Complaint. 

59. Because ofCME's strong commitment to preserve the rights of its members after 
demutualization, and to allow CME members to share in the anticipated growth of CME as 
electronic trading through Globex expanded, CME was able to secure its members' approval of 
the demutualization plan, with more than 98% of the votes cast in favor of the 2000 
demutualization plan. 

ANSWER: Defendants admit that more than 98% of the CME, Inc. members 

voted in favor of the CME, Inc. demutualization plan. Defendants deny the remaining 

allegations of Paragraph 59 ofthe Complaint. 
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C. CME Confirmed Through its Course of Dealing After Demutualization that 
the Class B Plaintiffs' Core Rights Include the Best Access and Closest 
Proximity to Globex. 

60. For nearly a decade after demutualization, the Class B plaintiffs believed that 
CME had fulfilled the contractual obligations it undetiook and confinued at the time of 
demutualization by continuing to provide the Class B Plaintiffs with the best access and closest 
proximity to the Globex electronic trading platfonu, and confinued those commitments through 
its course of dealing. 

ANSWER: Defendants deny the allegations in Paragraph 60 of the Complaint. 

61. For instance, in SEC filings for its 2002 IPO, CME described the rights and 
privileges held by the Class B shareholders to potential investors in its Class A shares. For 
instance, CME acknowledged that the Class B Plaintiffs had the right under its Certificate of 
Incorporation to approve changes to access rights and privileges and could block Defendants 
from moving to electronic trading: 

Under the tenus of the CME certificate of incorporation, our Class B shareholders 
have the ability to preserve their rights to trade on our exchange by means of 
special approval rights over changes to the operation of our business, including 
our ability to move from open outcry trade execution to electronic trade 
execution. In particular, these provisions include a grant to the holders of our 
Class B common stock of the right to approve any changes to the trading floor 
rights, access rights and privileges that a member has, including the 
circumstances under which we can determine that an existing open outcry-traded 
product will no longer be traded by means of open outcry . . . . The share 
ownership of Class B shareholders in combination with their board representation 
rights and charter provision protections could be used to block our board and 
management ji-om changing or developing our business in order to compete more 
effectively and to enhance shareholder value, including the value of our Class A 
common stock. 

Amendment 1 to CME Form S-4, filed October 2, 2001, p. 18 (emphasis added). 

ANSWER: Defendants admit that Amendment 1 to CME, Inc.'s Fonu S-4, 

filed October 2, 2001, contains the quoted language in Paragraph 61 of the Complaint and refer 

the Court to Amendment 1 to CME, Inc.'s Fonu S-4 for the true and accurate tenus thereof. 

Defendants deny the remaining allegations in Paragraph 61 of the Complaint. 

62. The same proxy statement also acknowledges that Class B shareholders had the 
right to trade on both the physical trading floor and electronically through GLOBEX: 
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ASSOCIATED EXCHANGE MEMBERSHIP. Each senes of CME Class B 
common stock was issued in conjunction with a Membership in a specific division 
of the exchange. CME's rules provide exchange Members with access to the 
trading floor of the exchange and the GLOBEX2 system for the contracts assigned 
to that Membership and the ability to use or lease their trading privileges. 

!d. (emphasis added). 

ANSWER: Defendants admit that Amendment 1 to CME, Inc.'s Fonn S-4, 

filed October 2, 2001, contains the quoted language in Paragraph 62 ofthe Complaint and refer 

the Court to Amendment 1 to CME, Inc.'s Fonn S-4 for the true and accurate tenns thereof. 

63. In a December 2002 filing with the SEC made in preparation for its IPO, CME 
further stated that 

Under the terms of our certificate of incorporation, our members, 
as Class B shareholders, have the ability to protect their tights to 
trade on our exchange by means of special approval rights over 
changes to the operation of our markets and are entitled to elect 
six of the 20 directors on our board. In particular, our certificate 
of incorporation includes a grant to the holders of our Class B 
common stock of the right to approve any changes to the trading 
floor rights, access rights and privileges that a member has, the 
number of memberships in each membership class and the 
related mtmber of authorized shares in each class of Class B 
common stock and the eligibility requirements to exercise 
trading rights or privileges. Class B shareholders must approve 
any changes to these special rights. 

Amendment No.7 to CME Form S-1, filed December 5, 2002, p. 98 (emphasis added). The 
"access rights and privileges" referred to in CME's SEC filing included the right to the best and 
most proximate access to the Globex electronic trading platfonn, as well as the exclusivity rights 
vis-a-vis Globex included in Rule 582 at the time of demutualization. 

ANSWER: Defendants admit that Amendment No. 7 to the CME, Inc. Fonn S-

1, filed December 5, 2002, contains the quoted language in Paragraph 63 ofthe Complaint. 

Defendants refer the Court to Amendment No.7 to the CME, Inc. Form S-1 for the true and 

accurate tenns thereof. Defendants specifically deny that the "access rights and privileges" 

referred to in this SEC filing included "the right to the best and most proximate access to the 
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Globex electronic trading platform, as well as the exclusivity rights vis-a-vis Globex included in 

Rule 582 at the time ofthe demutualization." Defendants fmiher deny any other remaining 

allegations in Paragraph 63 of the Complaint. 

64. In 2004, CME discontinued open outcry floor trading for Eurodollar futures 
contracts. After it did so, Eurodollar futures contracts were traded only through the Globex 
electronic trading platfonn. However, Class B members and their lessees who traded Eurodollar 
futures contracts were still able to do so competitively because they had the best and most 
proximate access to the Globex platfonn. 

ANSWER: Defendants admit that in 2004, CME, Inc. discontinued open 

outcry floor trading for Eurodollar futures contracts, and that afterwards, Eurodollar futures 

contracts were only traded through the Globex electronic trading platfonn. Defendants deny the 

remaining allegations in Paragraph 64 of the Complaint. 

D. CBOT Promised to Preserve the Class B Plaintiffs' Right to the Best Access 
and Closest Proximity to CBOT's Electronic Trading Systems as Part of its 
Demutualization. 

65. Founded in 1848, CBOT was owned and managed by and for its members for 
more than 150 years until it demutualized and restructured in 2005. In connection with the 
demutualization and restructuring, CBOT members ceded certain rights with respect to the 
management and control ofCBOT. What CBOT members did not cede, and instead expressly 
retained, were all of the trading rights and privileged they historically exercised, enjoyed, and 
benefited from. These rights were substantially identical to the core rights of CME Class B 
shareholders, as alleged above, and included the best and most proximate access to CBOT's 
electronic trading systems. 

ANSWER: Defendants admit that CBOT was founded in 1848 and was owned 

and managed by and for its members for more than 150 years until it demutualized and 

restructured in 2005. Defendants further admit that in cmmection with the demutualization and 

restructuring, CBOT members ceded certain rights with respect to the management and control 

of CBOT. Defendants also admit that CBOT members received certain contractual rights in the 

CBOT Charter that are similar (although not identical) to the core rights provided to CME Class 
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B shareholders in the CMEG Charter. Defendants deny the remaining allegations in Paragraph 

65 ofthe Complaint. 

66. As a result of the demutualization and restmctming, CBOT members received 
Class A common stock in a new entity called CBOT Holdings, Inc. (which later merged into 
CME) and one of five series ("Series B-1" through "Series B-5'') of Class B memberships in 
CBOT, which was wholly owned by CBOT Holdings. In a letter that was included in CBOT 
Holdings' Febmary 10, 2005 proxy solicitation and prospectus to CBOT members, then
Chainnan of CBOT Charles P. Carey stated: "Each series of Class B membership in the CBOT 
subsidiary will represent trading rights and privileges in the restmctured CBOT that correspond 
to the trading rights and privileges currently associated with one of the current classes of 
membership in the CBOT." 

ANSWER: Defendants admit that as a result of the demutualization and 

restmcturing, CBOT members received Class A common stock in CBOT Holdings, Inc. (which 

later merged with CME Holdings Inc. and changed its name to CMEG) and one of five series 

("Series B-1" through "Series B-5") of Class B memberships in CBOT, which was wholly owned 

by CBOT Holdings. Defendants also admit that in a letter included in CBOT Holdings' February 

10, 2005 proxy solicitation and prospectus to CBOT members, then-Chairman of CBOT Charles 

P. Carey stated: "Each series of Class B membership in the CBOT subsidiary will represent 

trading rights and privileges in the restructured CBOT that correspond to the trading rights and 

privileges currently associated with one of the current classes of membership in the CBOT." 

Defendants deny the remaining allegations in Paragraph 66 of the Complaint. 

67. CBOT's certificate of incorporation was amended and restated in connection with 
the demutualization and restmcturing (the "2005 CBOT Charter"). Section IV(D)(l)(f) of the 
2005 CBOT Charter made clear that CBOT members would continue to enjoy their rights and 
privileges: 

In addition to the rights and privileges set forth above, except as otherwise 
provided in the Certificate of Incorporation, the Bylaws or the Rules, each holder 
of a Class B Membership of any Series shall be entitled to all trading rights and 
privileges with respect to those products that such holder is entitled to trade on the 
open outcry exchange system of the Corporation or any electronic trading system 
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maintained by the Corporation or any of its affiliates or any of their respective 
successors or successors-in-interest. 

ANSWER: Defendants admit that CBOT's Certificate of Incorporation was 

amended and restated in c01mection with the demutualization and restructuring and that the 

CBOT Certificate of Incorporation includes the provision quoted in Paragraph 67 of the 

Complaint. Defendants refer the Court to the CBOT Certificate of Incorporation for the true and 

accurate terms thereof. Defendants deny the remaining allegations in Paragraph 67 of the 

Complaint. 

68. Pursuant to its Article IX, no provision of the 2005 CBOT Charter could be 
amended or repealed without the approval ofthe Series B-1 and Series B-2 members. 

ANSWER: Defendants deny the allegations in Paragraph 68 of the Complaint. 

69. In addition, under the 2005 CBOT Charter, Selies B-1 and Series B-2 members 
retained the right to approve changes to certain member rights that CBOT Holding's SEC filings 
described as "core rights." In particular, Section IV(D)(2)(b) provided: 

[T]he affinnative vote of the holders of a majority of votes cast. . by the holders 
of Series B-1 Memberships and Series B-2 Memberships .. shall be required to 
adopt any amendment to the Bylaws or the Rules, that in the sole and absolute 
determination ofBoard ofDirectors, adversely affects: 

(1) the allocation of products that a holder of a specific Selies of Class 
B Membership is permitted to trade on the exchange facilities of 
the Corporation (including both the open outcry trading system 
and the electronic trading system), 

(2) the requirement that, [with an exception that does not apply here], 
holders of Class B Memberships who meet applicable membership 
and eligibility requirements will be charged transaction fees for 
trades of the Corporation's products for their accounts that are 
lower than the transaction fees charged to any participant who is 
not a holder of Class B Memberships for the same products, 
whether trading using the open outcry trading system or the 
electronic trading system, 

(3) the membership qualifications or eligibility requirements for 
holding any Series of Class Membership or exercising any of the 
membership rights and privileges associated with such Series .. 
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ANSWER: Defendants admit the allegations in Paragraph 69 of the Complaint 

and refer the Court to the CBOT Certificate of Incorporation for the true and accurate tenns 

thereof. 

E. The Class B Plaintiffs' Core Rights Were Expressly Reaffirmed in the 2007 
Merger of CME and CBOT. 

70. In 2007, CME acquired CBOT Holdings for more than $11 billion. The 
transaction resulted in a merger of CBOT Holdings merged into CME. CBOT became a wholly
owned subsidiary of CME. 

ANSWER: Defendants admit that in 2007, CBOT Holdings Inc. and Chicago 

Mercantile Exchange Holdings Inc. completed an $11.3 billion merger (the "CME/CBOT 

merger"). Immediately following this transaction, Chicago Mercantile Exchange Holdings Inc. 

changed its name to CMEG and CBOT became a wholly-owned subsidiary of CMEG. 

Defendants deny the remaining allegations in Paragraph 70 of the Complaint. 

71. According to Melamed, the CME/CBOT merger was designed to allow CME to 
begin offering the full range of futures and commodities products "side by side on the CME 
Globex electronic trading platform." For Crying Out Loud, Preface at x. According to Melamed, 
Globex "acted as the irresistible magnet to draw into its fold the CBOT." !d. at xvi. 

ANS\VER: Defendants admit that the quoted language in Paragraph 71 of the 

Complaint is contained in Melamed's book, For Crying Out Loud. Defendants deny any 

characterizations Plaintiffs make or inferences Plaintiffs draw from the quoted language. 

Defendants deny the remaining allegations in Paragraph 71 of the Complaint. 

72. Before the CME/CBOT merger was approved, CBOT Holdings received an 
unsolicited bid from Intercontinental Exchange ("ICE"). ICE's bid was valued at approximately 
$9 billion, $1 billion more than CME's offer. CME subsequently increased its offer. 

ANSWER: Defendants admit that before the CME/CBOT merger was 

approved, CBOT Holdings received an unsolicited bid from Intercontinental Exchange ("ICE") 

that was valued at approximately $9 billion, $1 billion more than Chicago Mercantile Exchange 
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Holdings Inc.'s offer. Defendants also admit that Chicago Mercantile Exchange Holdings Inc. 

subsequently increased its offer 

73. On June 22, 2007, Tenence A. Duffy, Executive Chainnan ofCME, and Craig 
Donohue, then-CEO of CME, sent a letter to CBOT Holdings shareholders to persuade them to 
vote for CME's proposal. The letter touted the proposed merger's "superior economic benefits to 
member shareholders," stating: "Our core rights protections ensure our continued commitment 
to providing choice between electronic and open outcry trading." The letter further stated: "We 
have a long-standing pricing strategy of providing the lowest trading fees for member liquidity 
providers, with discounts that significantly exceed anything offered by ICE." 

ANSWER: Defendants admit that on June 22,2007, Tenence A. Duffy, 

Executive Chainnan of CME, Inc., and Craig Donohue, then-CEO of CME, Inc. sent a letter to 

CBOT Holdings shareholders related to CME Holdings Inc.'s proposal. Defendants further 

admit that the quoted language appeared in that letter. Defendants deny any characterizations 

Plaintiffs make or inferences Plaintiffs draw from the quoted language. Defendants deny the 

remaining allegations in Paragraph 73 of the Complaint. 

74. In conjunction with the CME/CBOT merger, CME's and CBOT's respective 
charters were amended and restated while reaffirming the core rights described above. For 
instance, under CBOT's amended and restated charter, memberships are intended to "represent 
the right to trade on and otherwise utilize the facilities of [the CBOT]." CBOT 2007 Certificate 
oflncorporation, Art. IV.B.2 (emphasis added) CBOT Class B-1 members retained "all trading 
rights and privileges with respect to those products such holder is entitled to trade on the open 
outcry exchange system of the Corporation or any electronic trading system maintained by the 
Corporation or any of its successors or successors-in-interest." I d. Art. IV.D.1.4. (emphasis 
added). Other classes of Class B CBOT members likewise retained "the rights and privileges" for 
trading the categories of productions applicable to each class of membership "on the open outcry 
exchange system ... or any electronic trading system maintained by the Corporation or any of 
its successors or successors-in-interest." ld. Art. D.l-B-F. The CBOT Charter thus expressly 
recognizes that the "trading rights and privileges" afforded to Class B members includes the 
trading rights and privileges related to any "electronic trading system," such as Globex. 

ANSWER: Defendants admit that at the time of the CME/CBOT merger, 

CME, Inc.'s and CBOT's respective charters were amended and restated and that the resulting 

Charters reaffirm the core rights granted to CBOT Class B members and CMEG Class B 
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shareholders. Defendants also admit that the CBOT Ce1iificate of Incorporation contains the 

passages quoted in Paragraph 74 of the Complaint. Defendants refer the Comito the CBOT 

Certificate of Incorporation for the true and accurate tenus thereof. Defendants specifically deny 

any inference made by Plaintiffs that the core rights granted to CBOT members include all of the 

members' "trading rights and privileges" and deny all remaining allegations in Paragraph 74 of 

the Complaint. 

75. Article 15 of the CME Group Charter similarly recognizes that the rights of CME 
and CBOT B-1 members include all trading rights and privileges for all new products first made 
available after the merger and traded on the open outcry exchange "or any electronic trading 
system maintained by the Exchange or CBOT or any of their successors or successors-in
interest," CME Group Charter Art. 15. 

ANSWER: Defendants admit that Article 15 of the CMEG Charter provides 

that the rights of CMEG Class B shareholders and CBOT B-1 members include all trading rights 

and privileges for all new products first made available after the merger and traded on the open 

outcry exchange "or any electronic trading system maintained by the Exchange or CBOT or any 

of their successors or successors-in-interest." Defendants refer the Court to the CMEG 

Certificate of Incorporation for the true and accurate tenus thereof. 

76. Following the CME/CBOT merger, CME operated Globex on behalf of and for 
the benefit of its constituent exchanges, including CBOT. The best and most proximate access 
rights to the Globex that the Class B Plaintiffs previously enjoyed free of charge and as part of 
their memberships allowed them to generate substantial revenues by leasing their seats to 
traders and trading fi1ms that engaged in electronic trading through the Globex. Better 
proximity and access to the Globex platfonu increase the speed of offers and acceptances, and 
thus increases the likelihood that a trade will be profitable. One of the main purposes of an 
exchange is to reduce the communication lag-or "latency" period-between an offer and 
acceptance. The superior access to the Globex platform that could be obtained by leasing a 
Class B seat allowed traders to use electronic trading programs to pursue new trading strategies, 
not possible before the advent of electronic trading that exploited the ability to trade at very 
high speeds and thereby reduce latency almost altogether. As Melamed explained, "[p]rograms, 
operating at unimaginable speeds, [now] apply advanced mathematical models in order to 
capture countless sophisticated trading strategies based on price correlations and associations 
between markets that were never before possible." For Crying Out Loud, Preface at xv. 
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ANSWER: Defendants admit that after the CME/CBOT merger, customers of 

the constituent exchanges traded electronically on Globex. Defendants further admit that the 

quoted language in Paragraph 76 ofthe Complaint comes from Melamed's book, For Crying Out 

Loud. Defendants deny any characterizations Plaintiffs make or inferences Plaintiffs draw from 

the quoted language. Defendants deny the remaining allegations in Paragraph 76 of the 

Complaint. 

77. Because of the lucrative lease market for the trading rights and privileges 
associated with Plaintiffs' Class B seats, the value of those seats increased substantially after 
demutualization. Immediately following demutualization, Class B-1 shares in CME, for instance, 
were worth approximately $430,000 per Class B share. By December 2007-shortly before 
CME's Class A share price and market capitalization declined substantially as part of the broader 
economic recession-those shares had appreciated in value, in tandem with similar increases in 
value of CME and its Class A shares-to $1.55 million per share. See Michael Gorham & Nidhi 
Singh, Electronic Exchanges: The Global Transformation/rom Pits to Bits at 113-114. At the 
same time, Series B-1 memberships in CBOT were priced in excess of $700,000 per share. 

ANSWER: Defendants admit that the value of Class B seats fluctuate over 

time. Defendants further state that the cite from Electronic Exchanges states "[e]ven after 

demutualization, prices slid a bit further to the point that there was a sale in January 2001 for a 

mere $188,000. Prices then doubled the next year to year and a half and stayed around $400,000 

until the IPO in December 2002. Prices then bounced around in the $300,000 to $400,000 range 

until the summer of 2006, when they started a new rise. In April 2006 there was a sale for 

$3 70,000, and then prices rose consistently for the next 20 months until they hit a new peak of 

$1,550,000 in December 2007, an astounding increase of 319%. So, seat prices can be just as 

volatile as the prices of the financial instruments traded on the exchange." Defendants deny the 

remaining allegations in Paragraph 77 of the Complaint. 
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F. CME Discontinues its Longstanding Practice of Providing Class B Plaintiffs 
the Best and Most Proximate Access to the Globex Upon Opening the ADC. 

78. As it prepared for launch of co-located trading at the ADC in January 2012, CME 
made fundamental changes to the trading access rights and privileges that Class B Plaintiffs had 
at the time of CME's and CBOT's respective demutualizations and that had continued to serve as 
the foundation for the value ofthe Class B Plaintiffs' memberships. In 2010, CME completed the 
first phase of construction at the ADC, and moved the Globex platfonn to the new facility and 
announced that it would begin offering co-located trading at the facility in 2012. Rich Miller, 
CME Group Opens Chicago Trading Hub, Data Center Knowledge (Aug 23, 2010). 

ANSWER: Defendants admit that the ADC was opened in 2010. Defendants 

also admit that the ADC houses the trading match engines for all products traded on the CME 

Globex electronic trading platform. Defendants also admit that service offerings for co-location 

began in 2012. Defendants deny the remaining allegations in Paragraph 78 of the Complaint. 

79. "Co-location" involves placing multiple high-speed servers in very close 
proximity to electronic trading platfonns, in this case, Globex, in order to further reduce the 
latency for the exchange oftrading prices and market infonnation. The co-location services at 
the ADC are used by high-frequency traders ("HFTs") that can make hundreds or even thousands 
of offers, purchases, quotations and trades per second using fully automated algorithmic trading 
programs, and CME now generates tens of millions of dollars per year in fees for co-location 
services. By garnering those fees itself, rather than enabling the Class B Plaintiffs to charge 
customers for those services, CME made a fundamental change to the trading rights and 
privileges ofthe Class B Plaintiffs. 

ANSWER: Defendants admit that "co-location" involves placing customer 

equipment in close proximity to electronic trading match engines and that co-location reduces 

latency. Defendants further admit that the co-location services at the ADC are used, among 

others, by high-frequency traders that use fully automated trading programs. Defendants also 

admit that CMEG derived 2% of its revenues from its co-location business in 2012 through 

2014. Defendants deny the remaining allegations in Paragraph 79 of the Complaint. 

80. CME leases out space (referred to as "cages" or "closets") to "customers," which 
includes some Class B members, and many non-members. ECMs that meet certain trading 
volume thresholds are not required to lease or purchase Class B memberships, and are given 
access to the ADC at no charge. Other CME customers who co-locate at the ADC are charged 
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the same price as Class B Plaintiffs for that access- $8,000 to $12,000 per month, or $96,000 
to $144,000 per year. (The monthly fee charged by CME for co-locating varies depending upon 
bandwidth capacity- which is related to the speed and capacity of desired trading: 1 Gb = 
$8,000/lno., 10Gb= $12,000/mo. Leases are for a one-year tenn.) Each "cage" has "rack space" 
for approximately 50 servers, and thus can host the trading activity for numerous traders or 
trading firms. Customers often sub-lease rack space in the cages to other parties for the 
placement of computer servers that are connected directly to the Globex Platfonn at the ADC. 

ANSWER: Defendants admit that space is leased out at the ADC to certain 

CMEG Class B shareholders, CBOT Class B members, and other non-member customers. 

Defendants further admit that a monthly fee is charged to customers who co-locate at the ADC. 

Defendants also admit that customers can sub-lease rack space in a cage to other parties. 

Defendants deny the remaining allegations in Paragraph 80 of the Complaint. 

81. By January 2012, CME had stopped providing Class B Plaintiffs and their lessees 
the best and most proximate access to the Globex platfonn, and by-passed the Class B Plaintiffs 
to begin offering "co-location" on the Globex directly to customers that had not leased or 
purchased Class B memberships. 

ANSWER: Defendants deny the allegations in Paragraph 81 of the Complaint. 

82. Once the Globex electronic trading platfonn was moved to the ADC, access to 
Globex at the ADC became the best and most proximate available trading access, akin to access 
to the pit under open outcry trading. But the Class B Plaintiffs were not given free access to that 
trading facility. CME never sought or obtained the Class B Plaintiffs' approval of this 
fundamental change to their trading rights and privileges, and instead kept the Class B Plaintiffs 
largely in the dark about its plans for the ADC and how the opening of the ADC would affect the 
Class B Plaintiffs. 

ANSWER: Defendants admit that CMEG Class B shareholders and CBOT 

Class B members do not receive free co-location services at the ADC. Defendants deny the 

remaining allegations in Paragraph 82 of the Complaint. 

83. Whereas the Class B Plaintiffs and their lessees previously had to pay no access 
fee to have the closest proximity to the Globex electronic trading platfonn, they now have to pay 
a significant access fee or else forego the opportunity to trade at the ADC and thereby suffer a 
latency disadvantage to non-member customers co-locating at the ADC. By imposing an access 
fee on Class B Plaintiffs without their consent, CME changed both the "trading floor access 
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rights and privileges" available to Class B Plaintiffs as Members of CME and CBOT and the 
"eligibility requirements" of Class B Plaintiffs "to exercise ... the trading rights" of Members. 
Whereas the Class B Plaintiffs, members of CME and CBOT, previously enjoyed the best access 
and closest proximity to electronic trading platfonns, and as alleged above had the right and 
privilege to do since before demutualization, their access is no longer superior to that of non
members of the exchange, and they are at a significant market disadvantage in seeking to trade or 
to lease their seats. As a result, the Class B Plaintiffs have also been deprived of substantial 
amounts of rent that they would have received had their lessees been allowed to co-locate at the 
ADC with superior proximity to the Globex platfonn and without paying any additional access 
fees; their seats are now worth far less than they would be if CME had fulfilled its contractual 
obligations. 

ANSWER: Defendants deny the allegations in Paragraph 83 ofthe Complaint. 

84. The Class B Plaintiffs were eligible to access CME's and CBOT's electronic 
trading platfonns both before and after demutualization without any additional charge. The 
placement of Globex at the ADC is just another upgrade of the same electronic trading platfonn 
that CME has maintained and upgraded since the early 1990s, and to which the Class B Plaintiffs 
were afforded the best access and closest proximity-at no additional charge, and as a 
fundamental pmi of their trading rights and privileges as Members-for two decades prior to 
2012. Requiring the Class B Plaintiffs to pay for access to Globex at the ADC is a breach of 
Plaintiffs' Core Rights because it changed their trading floor access rights and privileges and 
changed the eligibility requirements to exercise their trading rights and privilege to have the 
closest proximity and access to the Globex electronic trading platfonn. 

ANSWER: Defendants admit that the Class B members of CME, Inc. (now 

Class B shareholders of CMEG) and Class B members of CBOT were eligible to access CME, 

Inc.'s and CBOT's electronic trading platfonns both before and after demutualization. 

Defendants deny the remaining allegations in Paragraph 84 of the Complaint. 

G. Globex Today and CME's Failure to Honor Plaintiffs' Rights in the Virtual 
Trading Floor. 

85. At demutualization, CME recognized that Globex ultimately would become the 
"real price discovery pit," supplanting the existing trading floors of the exchange as a virtual 
trading floor that, while still headqumiered at CME's facilities in Chicago, would span the globe. 
For Crying Out Loud, p. 41. Today, CME's Globex electronic trading platfonn has fulfilled 
Melamed's vision. In addition to the match engine and co-location facilities at the ADC, CME 
has an additional co-location facility in downtown Chicago, and a network of high speed Globex 
trading hubs throughout the world. The vast majority of CME trading now occurs on the Globex 
platform, and CME generates many millions of dollars in Globex-related fees every quarter. 
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ANSWER: Defendants admit that in addition to the match engine and co-

location facilities at the ADC, an additional co-location facility is located in downtown Chicago, 

and a network of high speed Globex trading hubs is located in other locations. Defendants 

fmiher admit that the vast majority of trading now occurs on the Globex platform, and that 

electronic trading generates many millions of dollars in Globex-related fees every quatier. 

Defendants deny the remaining allegations in Paragraph 85 of the Complaint. 

86. In fulfilling Melamed's vision for Globex, however, CME has failed to honor the 
contractual rights of its members, the Class B Plaintiffs. Since securing the near-unanimous 
approval of its demutualization plan with an "ironclad guarantee" that it would not modify 
trading rights and privileges without its Class B members' approval, CME has pursued an 
apparently boundless expansion in the ability of non-members and additional traders at clearing 
and corporate members to trade through Globex. 

ANSWER: Defendants deny the allegations in Paragraph 86 of the Complaint. 

87. In developing and expanding Globex, CME has failed, and continues to fail, to 
honor the contractual commitments it made to its members upon demutualization and reaffim1ed 
in its securities filings and elsewhere after demutualization. Unlike other exchanges that 
demutualized, CME did not purchase its existing memberships as part of the demutualization 
transaction. Instead, CME members retained the equity interests and lights and privileges 
associated with their Class B shares, and a right to share in the profits associated with the future 
growth of the Globex trading platfonn. The eligibility requirements limiting the number of GSRs 
to the number of memberships, as well as the right to share in fees generated from the lease of 
GSRs to members and other market participants, set forth in the versions of Rules 574 and 582 
that were in effect at the time of demutualization, were among the trading rights and privileges 
associated with Class B memberships that were guaranteed as part of members' Core Rights at 
the time of demutualization. 

ANSWER: Defendants admit that CME, Inc. did not purchase the existing 

CME, Inc. memberships as pati of the demutualization transaction and that CME, Inc. members 

received equity interests and rights and privileges associated with their Class B shares. 

Defendants deny the remaining allegations in Paragraph 87 of the Complaint. 

88. Contrary to the Class B plaintiffs' core rights and CME's contractual obligations 
to its members, CME never sought its Class B members' approval for any decision to (a) expand 
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the number of GSRs beyond the number of Class B memberships; or (b) change the requirement 
that any fees generated from the lease of GSRs would be distributed amongst Class B members 
on a pro rata basis. Nonetheless, CME now allows traders associated with clearing finns to trade 
through Globex without purchasing or leasing Class B memberships, allows "non-member 
customers" to trade through Globex, and collects Globex trading fees for itself without 
distributing any of those fees to its Class B members. These are fundamental changes to the 
eligibility requirements for exercising the trading rights and privileges held by Class B 
members-and, particularly, the right to trade through Globex-that CME was not entitled to 
make without its members' approval. 

ANSWER: Defendants admit that traders associated with clearing finns are 

allowed to trade through Globex without purchasing or leasing CMEG Class B memberships, 

"non-member customers" are allowed to trade through Globex, and that Globex trading fees are 

collected without distributing any of those fees to the CMEG Class B shareholders. Defendants 

deny the allegations in Paragraph 88 of the Complaint. 

89. CME additionally has breached the Core Rights of the Class B Plaintiffs by 
granting ECMs and, on information and belief, other categories of customers, access to the ADC 
without requiring that they purchase or lease a Class B membership and without Class B 
Plaintiffs' approval, by providing ECMs and other customers preferential trading and clearing fee 
te1ms while failing to honor their obligation to ensure that the Class B Plaintiffs would receive 
preferential fees, and by allowing ECMs and other customers to trade products through Globex 
at preferential rates even though the Class B members have not been granted access to such rates 
and, in some instances, are not authorized to trade those products at all. 

ANSWER: Defendants deny the allegations in Paragraph 89 of the Complaint. 

90. CME Rule 1 06.R provides that a proprietary trading fim1 may obtain the rights of 
an ECM by either purchasing one CME membership or leasing two CME memberships in the 
division of the exchange in which they wish to receive discounted rates. Similarly, CBOT Rule 
1 06.R pe1mits proprietary trading firms to obtain ECM rights by leasing a Series B-1 or Series 
B-2 CBOT membership. 

ANSWER: Defendants admit that CME, Inc. Rule 1 06.R allows a proprietary 

trading finn to obtain the rights of an ECM by either purchasing one CME, Inc. membership or 

leasing two CME, Inc. memberships in the division of the exchange in which they wish to trade 

and that CBOT Rule 1 06.R pe1mits proprietary trading firms to obtain ECM rights by leasing a 
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Series B-1 or Series B-2 CBOT membership. Defendants refer the Court to CME, Inc. and 

CBOT Rules 1 06.R for the true and accurate tenns thereof. 

91. Through its "volume incentive program," CME has created an entirely new class 
ofECM known as "ECM-W" for which the requirement that an ECM own or lease a 
membership is waived so long as the firm meets certain trading volume thresholds. In other 
words, ECM-Ws can gain trading rights and privileges without any requirement that they own or 
lease any other type of CME membership. 

ANSWER: Defendants deny the allegations in Paragraph 91 of the Complaint. 

92. CME's current fee schedule, published in August 2014, makes clear that it is 
providing preferential fees to customers who are not Class B members, contrary to its 
longstanding contractual commitment to provide the Class B members with preferential fees as 
part of their trading rights and privileges. Under the current fee schedule, certain classes of 
customers, including ECMs, "International Incentive Program" and "International Volume 
Incentive Program" participants, receive clearing and trading fees that are lower than those paid 
by Class B shareholders and their lessees. 

ANSWER: Defendants deny the allegations in Paragraph 92 of the Complaint. 

93. By providing ECM-Ws access to the ADC without buying or leasing 
memberships, and, on information and belief, by otherwise granting preferential fees to 
customers who were not Class B Plaintiffs and failing to honor its obligation to ensure that the 
Class B Plaintiffs would receive the best clearing and trading fees, CME has fmiher diluted the 
value of the Class B Plaintiffs' shares and memberships and has caused the Class B Plaintiffs to 
lose lease revenues. 

ANSWER: Defendants deny the allegations in Paragraph 93 of the Complaint. 

94. Due to the CME's breaches of its contractual obligations to its Class B members, 
certain CME fees and revenues that should be inuring to the benefit of Class B members are 
bypassing Class B members and instead increasing the CME's overall profits- thus increasing 
the value of Class A shares while decreasing the value of Class B shares. 

ANSWER: Defendants deny the allegations in Paragraph 94 of the Complaint. 

95. Compounding its breaches, CME, through its affiliate GFX Corp., has actively 
spurred trading on Globex by ECM-Ws and other non-members by making markets on Globex in 
certain futures products tied to currencies, interest rates, and equity indexes, effectively 
competing with its Class B members in those markets without sharing with the Class B plaintiffs 
the fees associated with the additional Globex trading activity by ECM-Ws and nonmembers. 
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ANSWER: Defendants deny the allegations in Paragraph 95 of the Complaint. 

96. In fmiher breach, CME has structured its electronic trading systems in a way that 
allows ECM-Ws and non-members to access infon11ation before the Class B members. For 
example, ECM-Ws and other non-members who subscribe to a feature known as CME Direct to 
obtain trade confin11ations before the Class B Plaintiffs (or, for that matter, before the rest of the 
trading world). This latency places the Class B seats at a disadvantage relative to the best and 
most proximate access to infon11ation they historically enjoyed as pmi of their trading rights and 
privileges, and unden11ines the value of the Class B seats. 

ANSWER: Defendants deny the allegations in Paragraph 96 of the Complaint. 

97. When questioned by Class B Plaintiffs, CME management has refused to 
acknowledge the obligation to protect the Class B Plaintiffs' Core Rights in expanding access to 
Globex trading and developing the co-location facility at the ADC. In March 2010, Mr. Langer 
and other Class B shareholders met with CME management to discuss concerns about the 
languishing value of their Class B shares and lease rates, and about whether CME could do more 
to promote the value of the Class B shares. Terence Duffy, CME's Executive Chain11an and 
President, told Mr. Langer that CME mm1agement did not have any obligation to represent the 
interests of Class B shareholders, disregarding CME's contractual obligations under the CME and 
CBOT charters. Mr. Duffy's statement reflected his disdain for the Class B plaintiffs' Core Rights 
under the CME and CBOT charters, and is consistent with the disregard for the rights of the Class 
B plaintiffs that CME and its management have shown in recent years. 

ANSWER: Defendants deny the allegations in Paragraph 97 of the Complaint. 

98. At CME's annual meeting on May 22, 2013, one of the class representatives, 
Ronald Yen11ack, asked Mr. Duffy several questions about the ADC and the application of the 
Class B Plaintiffs' Core Rights to the AD C. In prior conversations with Y en11ack and other Class 
B Plaintiffs between 2010 and 2013, Duffy had repeatedly claimed that the value of Class B 
memberships and the lease revenues that could be generated from Class B memberships was 
linked to the overall trading volume at the exchange, and that the value of Class B memberships 
would appreciate as volume increased. However, Yermack and other Class B Plaintiffs observed 
that, even as CME's trading volume and revenues increased substantially, and even as CME's 
Class A shares increased in value, the value that could be generated fi·om Class B memberships 
continued to languish. 

ANSWER: Defendants admit that Ronald Y ermack asked Mr. Duffy questions 

at the May 22, 2013 annual meeting related to Class B shareholders' Core Rights and, separately, 

co-location. Mr. Duffy and Meg Wright answered those questions. Defendants deny the 
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characterization of this exchange and Defendants deny the allegations in Paragraph 98 of the 

Complaint. 

99. In response to the questions Y em1ack posed at the May 2013 annual meeting, 
Duffy and CME's in-house counsel asserted that the Class B Plaintiffs' did not have a right to 
approve CME's granting preferential access fees to non-members, and that the "rights and 
privileges" of Class B Plaintiffs were limited to the "trading floor" in Chicago, even though Core 
Right Number 4 makes no reference to the "trading floor," and even though nothing in the 
documents confen-ing the Class B Plaintiffs their trading and access rights suggests that those 
rights are limited to the historical trading floor and do not extend to a virtual or electronic trading 
floor like the one that now exists at the ADC. To the extent that documents provided to the Class 
B Plaintiffs and other communications at the time of the demutualization suggested that the Class 
B Plaintiffs' trading 1ights and privileges extended to electronic trading on the Globex platfonn, 
CME's in-house counsel asserted those were merely "undertakings as to how CME would 
operate its business" following demutualization, not contractual obligations. 

ANSWER: Defendants admit that Ronald Y ermack asked Mr. Duffy questions at 

the May 22, 2013 annual meeting related to Class B shareholders' Core Rights and, separately, 

co-location. Mr. Duffy and Meg Wright answered those questions. Defendants deny the 

characterization of this exchange and Defendants deny the allegations in Paragraph 99 of the 

Complaint. 

100. Duffy acknowledged in response to the questions posed by Mr. Y ennack at the 
2013 Annual Meeting that the trading rights and privileges available at the ADC are highly 
valuable. According to Duffy, CME has now placed all of its Globex servers and clearing servers 
at the ADC, and built out enough space at the ADC so that trading finns could directly access 
those servers at the ADC because "everyone wants to be as close as possible to the servers." 
Duffy further described CME's new co-location services business as a "good business," and 
claimed that "everyone" now has the "same exact access" to CME's electronic trading facilities. 
According to Duffy, the Class B Plaintiffs' trading rights and privileges are limited to the 
"traditional trading floor" of the Exchange and that the Class B Plaintiffs have no right to engage 
in electronic trading at the ADC unless they pay the additional access fee. CME's in-house 
counsel further stated that the Class B Plaintiffs had no right to trade on Globex, and that the 
Class B Plaintiffs' rights were limited to the "trading floor." 

ANSWER: Defendants admit that Ronald Yennack asked Mr. Duffy questions 

at the May 22, 2013 annual meeting related to Class B shareholders' Core Rights and, separately, 

co-location. Mr. Duffy and Meg Wright answered those questions. Defendants deny the 
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characterization of this exchange and Defendants deny the allegations in Paragraph 100 of the 

Complaint. 

H. The Class B Plaintiffs' Damages 

1 01. The Class B Plaintiffs have suffered enonnous damages as a result of the breaches 
of CME's contractual obligations alleged above. In particular, since the opening of the ADC in 
January 2012, the value of the Class B Plaintiffs' shares has decreased substantially, even as the 
market capitalization of CME and the value of its Class A shares has increased dramatically. 
Because the Class B Plaintiffs no longer have the best access and closest proximity to the Globex 
electronic trading platfonn for free, and because CME now markets access to Globex directly to 
corporate members, clearing members and non-members at rates that are equal to or better than 
the rates available to the Class B Plaintiffs, and because CME has not honored its commitment to 
share Globex-related fees with the Class B plaintiffs, the market for lease and sale of the Class B 
Plaintiffs seats has been substantially destroyed. 

ANSWER: Defendants deny the allegations in Paragraph 101 of the 

Complaint. 

102. Plaintiffs do not currently possess precise data regarding the number of lessees 
and sub-lessees at the ADC. However, CME Group's Fonn 10-K, filed March 1, 2013, indicates 
that CME has been paid at least $40 million by customers in 2012 who co-located at the ADC. 
Based on this statement, on infonnation and belief, one possible estimate is that there could be 
more than 300 CME customers co-locating at the ADC. On infonnation and belief, the Plaintiffs 
believe that these "customers" are subleasing their cages to 20-40 sub-lessees apiece, or more 
than 6,000 subtenants. 

ANSWER: Defendants admit that CME Group's Fonn 10-K, filed March 1, 

2013, states that CME's co-location program contributed to an increase in access and 

communication fees revenue from 2010 through 2012, including incremental revenue of $4 7.8 

million in 2012 when compared with 2011. Defendants deny the remaining allegations in 

Paragraph I 02 of the Complaint. 

1 03. If Class B Plaintiffs were provided the opportunity, to which they are 
contractually entitled, to co-locate at the ADC without payment of an access fee, non-member 
customers would have an economic incentive to lease the Class B Plaintiffs' membership rights 
to obtain access to co-location and to secure the preferential clearing and transaction fees 
available to Class B members. 
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ANSWER: Defendants deny that CMEG or CBOT Class B Plaintiffs are 

contractually entitled to co-locate at the ADC without payment of an access fee, and thus deny 

all allegations in Paragraph 103 of the Complaint. 

104. As a result of Defendants' actions, the Class B Plaintiffs have suffered at least 
hundreds of millions of dollars in diminished share value and the loss of rental income that they 
would have received had they been able to offer for lease the full bundle of rights to which they 
were entitled without having to pay an access fee at the ADC. The Class B Plaintiffs will 
continue to suffer lost rental income, and the value of their shares will not recover, if they are not 
allowed to co-locate at the ADC without having to pay an access fee. The Class B Plaintiffs' 
losses will continue until the Class B Plaintiffs have secured their rights to co-locate at the ADC 
without having to pay an access fee. 

ANSWER: Defendants deny the allegations in Paragraph 104 of the 

Complaint. 

105. The Class B Plaintiffs have also suffered a further diminished share value and 
diminution in lease income as a result of(a) CME's failure to require ECM-Ws and other non
member customers to purchase or lease Class B memberships to trade through Globex, (b) 
CME's granting of preferential fees to ECMs and other non-member customers, and (c) CME's 
failure to share the fees generate from the lease or license of Globex access rights with its Class 
B members, as it was required to do under Rule 582 at the time of demutualization. CME has 
generated substantial fees from non-member customers that it pennits to trade through Globex 
without owning or leasing Class B memberships; if CME had complied with its obligations to 
honor plaintiffs' core rights, and to modify those rights only upon an affinnative vote by the 
Class B Plaintiffs, CME would have been required to grant non-member customers access to 
trading through Globex only upon terms that the Class B plaintiffs approved, which would have 
included a revenue sharing an-angement to allocate the benefits of Globex trading access which, 
prior to demutualization, belonged exclusively to the CME members. 

ANSWER: Defendants admit that substantial fees are generated from non-

member customers that trade tlu·ough Globex without owning or leasing Class B memberships. 

Defendants deny the remaining allegations in Paragraph 105 of the Complaint. 

106. The Class B Plaintiffs have also suffered a further diminished share value and 
diminution in lease value as a result of CME's launch of new products for trading on Globex, 
without pennitting the Class B Plaintiffs to trade those products or to trade them at member 
rates. Article 15 of the CME Group Charter guarantees that the Class B Plaintiffs will have "all 
trading rights and privileges for all new products" first made available after the CME/CBOT 
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merger and "traded on ... any electronic trading system maintained by the Exchange or CBOT." 
In recent years, CME has launched products for trading on Globex-its principal "electronic 
trading system"-and other electronic trading systems, such as Clearport, without allowing the 
Class B Plaintiffs to trade those products or to trade them at member rates, even though 
preferential rates were one of the "trading rights and privileges" the Class B Plaintiffs 
historically enjoyed. Instead, such products are traded through non-member customers that 
CME allows to execute trades through the Globex system, without any compensation to the 
Class B Plaintiffs. The Class B Plaintiffs shares would be substantially more valuable, and they 
would generate significantly more revenue for the Class B Plaintiffs, if the Class B 
memberships had continued to be associated with a right to trade the full range of new CME 
products. 

ANSWER: Defendants admit that Article XV of the CMEG Charter 

guarantees that the CMEG Class B shareholders and the CBOT Class B-1 members will have 

"all trading rights and privileges for all new products" first made available after the CME/CBOT 

merger and "traded on ... any electronic trading system maintained by the Exchange or CBOT." 

Defendants refer the Court to the CMEG Certificate of Incorporation for the true and accurate 

tem1s thereof. Defendants deny the remaining allegations in Paragraph 1 06 of the Complaint. 

V. COUNT I 

BREACH OF CONTRACT 

107. The Class B Plaintiffs repeat and re-allege herein the allegations contained in 
Paragraphs 1 through 103, as iffully stated herein. 

ANSWER: Paragraph 107 does not contain any allegations of fact to which a 

response is required. 

108. The CME Charter and the CBOT Charter are contracts between CME and CBOT, 
on the one hand, and the Class B Plaintiffs, on the other hand. 

ANSWER: Defendants deny the allegations in Paragraph 108 and further state 

that the CMEG Certificate of Incorporation is a contract between CMEG and the Class B 

shareholders of CMEG, and that the CBOT Ce1iificate of Incorporation is a contract between 

CBOT and the CBOT Class B members. 
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109. The CME Charter and the CBOT Chatier set forth contractual obligations that 
Defendants undertook in issuing Class B shares and memberships through their 
demutualizations. The Class B Plaintiffs relinquished their membership in the pre-existing 
mutual organizations exchange for, inter alia, the contractual trading rights and privileges 
associated with their memberships in the reorganized entities, as confirmed in the CME Charter 
and the CBOT Charters. 

ANSWER: Defendants admit that that CMEG Charter and the CBOT Chatier 

provide the CMEG Class B shareholders and CBOT Class B members with certain core rights 

that were guaranteed in cotmection with the respective demutualizations. Defendants fmiher 

admit that the fonner member-owners of CME, Inc. and CBOT gave up their memberships in the 

pre-existing mutual organizations as part of the demutualizations. Defendants deny the 

remaining allegations in Paragraph 109 of the Complaint. 

110. As alleged above, the CME Charter provides that CME's Class B shareholders 
have certain "Core Rights" that cam1ot be changed or modified absent a majority vote of the 
Class B shareholders. Those Rights include Core Right Number 2, which guarantees the Class B 
shareholders' "trading floor access rights and privileges," and Core Right Number 4, under which 
CME agreed to maintain "[t]he eligibility requirements for any Person to exercise any of the 
trading rights or privileges of members of the Exchange." Preferred access to the Globex 
virtual/electronic trading floor is one of the trading rights and privileges to which CME members 
have been entitled since before the 2000 demutualization. Under the CME Charter, any 
amendment, change or modification to the Core Rights requires a majority vote of the Class B 
shareholders. 

ANSWER: Defendants admit that the CMEG Charter provides that CMEG's 

Class B shareholders have certain "Core Rights" that cannot be changed or modified absent a 

majority vote of the Class B shareholders and that those rights include Core Right Number 2, 

which guarantees the Class B shareholders' "trading floor access rights and privileges," and Core 

Right Number 4, under which CME agreed to maintain "[t]he eligibility requirements for any 

Person to exercise any of the trading rights or privileges of members of the Exchange." 

Defendants further admit that any amendment, change or modification to the Core Rights 
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requires a majority vote of the Class B shareholders. Defendants deny the remaining allegations 

in Paragraph 110 of the Complaint. 

111. As alleged above, the CBOT Charter confers substantially identical rights on 
CBOT's Class B members. Preferred access to the CME Globex electronic trading platfonn is 
one of the trading rights and privileges to which CBOT members have been entitled since CME's 
2007 merger with CBOT. 

ANSWER: Defendants admit that the CBOT Certificate of Incorporation 

confers certain core 1ights on CBOT's Class B members that are similar (but not identical) to 

those conferred to the core rights conferred to CMEG Class B shareholders by the CMEG 

Ce1iificate of Incorporation. Defendants deny the remaining allegations in Paragraph 111 of the 

Complaint. 

112. A1iicle 15 ofthe CME Charter also guarantees that CME and CBOT members 
will have "all trading rights and plivileges for all new products ... traded on ... any electronic 
trading system maintained by the Exchange or CBOT." 

ANSWER: Defendants admit that the CMEG Charter guarantees that CMEG 

Class B shareholders and CBOT Class B-1 members will have "all trading lights and privileges 

for all new products ... traded on ... any electronic trading system maintained by the Exchange 

or CBOT." 

113. Through their business practices prior to their demutualizations, through the 
representations they made at the time of their demutualizations, through their course of dealing 
after demutualization and in connection with the CME/CBOT merger, Defendants confirmed that 
the trading rights and privileges of the Class B Plaintiffs included the right to the best access and 
closest proximity to the Globex electronic trading platfonn, at no additional charge and as part of 
their membership. As a result of that light, the Class B Plaintiffs were able to generate substantial 
revenues leasing their memberships until2012, and their memberships maintained substantial 
economic value that generally increased or decreased in tandem with fluctuations in the overall 
value of CME and its publicly traded Class A shares. 

ANSWER: Defendants deny the allegations in Paragraph 113 of the 

Complaint. 
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114. Defendants breached their contractual obligations to the Class B Plaintiffs when 
they denied the Class B Plaintiffs access to the Globex electronic trading facilities at the ADC 
unless the Class B Plaintiffs paid an access fee. 

ANSWER: Defendants deny the allegations in Paragraph 114 of the 

Complaint. 

115. Defendants violated one of the Class B Plaintiffs' fundamental trading access 
rights and privileges to have the best access or proximity to trading to the Globex electronic 
trading platform at no additional cost. Once the Globex electronic trading platfonn was moved to 
the ADC, where proximity to the Globex servers was essential to competitive trading, access to 
the ADC became the best available trading access, and Class B Shareholders were entitled to that 
access without additional charge, at least until or unless the Class B Plaintiffs consented to any 
change or modification of their rights in the mmmer required by the CME and CBOT Charters. 

ANSWER: Defendants deny the allegations in Paragraph 115 of the 

Complaint. 

116. By imposing an access fee on Class B Plaintiffs without their consent, Defendants 
changed the "eligibility requirements" to exercise the trading rights or privileges of exchange 
members, in breach and violation of the Class B Plaintiffs' core rights. 

ANSWER: Defendants deny the allegations in Paragraph 116 ofthe 

Complaint. 

117. In addition, Defendants breached and violated the Class B Plaintiffs' core rights 
when it changed the "eligibility requirements" by allowing ECMs and other non-member 
customers to exercise the trading rights of members, including access to the Glob ex electronic 
trading system and other electronic trading systems maintained by CME (e.g., Clearport), 
without having to purchase or lease a Class B membership, and by providing preferential fees to 
non-member customers. 

ANSWER: Defendants deny the allegations in Paragraph 117 of the 

Complaint. 

118. In addition, Defendants have breached the Class B plaintiffs' core rights, and 
violated Article 15 ofthe CME group charter, by allowing the trade of new products on the 
Globex platform without allowing the Class B plaintiffs to trade those products at member rates, 
and by allowing non-member customers to trade such products without the purchase or lease of a 
Class B membership. 
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ANSWER: Defendants deny the allegations in Paragraph 118 of the 

Complaint. 

119. These changes to the Class B Plaintiffs' trading rights and privileges required a 
vote of the Class B members, but no vote was taken and Defendants therefore violated the 
Charter provisions that were designed to protect the Class B Plaintiffs. 

ANS\VER: Defendants admit that the CMEG Charter provides that CME's 

Class B shareholders have certain "Core Rights" that cam1ot be changed or modified absent a 

majmity vote of the Class B shareholders. Defendants further state that only these Core Rights 

need a vote from Class B Members or Shareholders prior to a change or modification. 

Defendants admit that no vote of CBOT Class B members or CMEG Class B shareholders was 

taken, but deny that any vote was required. Defendants deny the remaining allegations in 

Paragraph 119 of the Complaint. 

120. As a result of these breaches, which are ongoing, CME has unjustly enriched 
itself, and the Class B Plaintiffs have suffered hundreds of millions of dollars in damages as a 
result of the diminished value of their memberships and the loss oflease revenues that they 
otherwise would have earned and would continue to earn if they had been allowed to co-locate at 
the ADC without paying an access fee, and if CME had not diluted the value of Class B 
memberships and undermined the lease market for Class B memberships by allowing customers 
to trade through Globex and obtain co-located access to the Globex electronic trading platfonn at 
the ADC without owning or leasing Class B memberships, and if CME had continued to allow 
its members to trade the full range of CME products at member rates. 

ANSWER: Defendants deny the allegations in Paragraph 120 of the 

Complaint. 

AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSES 

1. Defendants CMEG and CBOT, by their attorneys, hereby set forth their defenses 

to the Amended Complaint. By listing any matter as a defense, Defendants do not assume the 

burden of proof or any other burden if such burden would be on Plaintiffs under applicable law. 

Moreover, by setting forth the following defenses, Defendants do not waive the right to assert 
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additional defenses at a later date and expressly reserve the right to do so, including by amending 

or seeking leave to amend this Answer. 

Factual Allegations Common To All Defenses 

2. Defendant CMEG is a Delaware corporation, headquartered in Chicago, Illinois. 

CMEG owns and operates derivative exchanges throughout the world. 

3. Defendant CBOT is a derivatives exchange headquartered in Chicago, Illinois. 

CME Holdings Inc. and CBOT merged in 2007. The surviving entity, CME Holdings Inc., then 

changed its name to CMEG. 

4. Plaintiffs Sheldon Langer and Ronald Y ennack are holders of Class B Common 

Stock in CMEG, which affords them certain rights and privileges on the Chicago Mercantile 

Exchange Inc. The rights and privileges of the CMEG Class B Plaintiffs are defined, in writing, 

in the CMEG Charter, the CMEG Bylaws, and in the Rules of CME. Specifically, the CMEG 

Charter set forth the Core Rights guaranteed to the Class B shareholders. A Class B shareholders 

Core Rights are distinct from other trading rights and privileges defined in the CMEG bylaws 

and the Rules of CME because the Core Rights cannot be changed or modified absent a majority 

vote of the Class B shareholders. 

5. Plaintiffs Langer and Yermack have leased their trading rights and privileges to 

other individuals since at least August 2012. 

6. Plaintiff Lance Goldberg is a Class B Member in CBOT. As a CBOT Class B 

Member, Goldberg enjoys cetiain rights and privileges related to CBOT, which are defined, in 

writing, in the CBOT Charter, the CBOT Bylaws, and the CBOT Rules. 

7. Plaintiff Goldberg has leased his trading rights and privileges since at least 

August 2012. 
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A. CME's Demutualization and the Adoption of the "Core Rights" 

8. Prior to November 2000, CME was an Illinois not-for-profit membership 

corporation governed by its members. On November 13, 2000, however, CME completed a 

demutualization in which it converted to a Delaware for-profit corporation. 

9. In the months leading up to the demutualization, CME prepared numerous public 

filings that described the process and submitted proposed Rules to implement the 

demutualization to the Commodity Futures Trading Commission ("CFTC"). The CFTC Division 

ofTrading and Markets subsequently summarized CME's demutualization plan in a 

memorandum that it submitted to the Commission, recommending approval of the 

demutualization (the "CFTC Memo"). 

I 0. The CFTC Memo explained that the transaction would result in the conversion of 

membership interests in CME into Class A Cmmnon Stock, which conferred equity rights, and 

Class B Common Stock, which conferred the traditional equity rights and trading rights of its 

associated membership divisions, including floor trading rights and privileges. 

11. The CFTC Memo also explained that the transaction would result in the CME 

Members giving up their referendum voting rights that allowed them to overturn rule changes 

that had been approved by Board of Directors. In return, CME agreed that holders of CME Class 

B shares would have the right to vote on any changes, amendments, or modifications to four 

"Core Rights." 

12. The Core Rights were memorialized in the Amended and Restated Certificate of 

Incorporation of Chicago Mercantile Exchange Inc., which became effective on November 13, 

2000 (the "2000 CME Charter"). (See CME November 13, 2000 Fonn 8-K at A-3 - A-4.) The 

Core Rights protected by the 2000 CME Charter included: 
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(I d.) 

(1) the divisional product allocation rules applicable to each series of Class B 
Common Stock as set forth in the rules of the corporation; 

(2) the trading floor access rights and privileges granted to each series of Class B 
Common Stock, including the Commitment to Maintain Floor Trading; 

(3) the number of authorized and issued shares of any series of Class B common 
stock; and 

(4) eligibility requirements for an individual or entity to exercise any of the 
trading rights and privileges inherent in any series of Class B Common Stock. 

13. The 2000 CME Chmier also set forth the "Trading Rights" for each series of Class 

B Common Stock issued by CME. (!d. at A-8.) The Charter explained that the holders of each 

series of stock would have the "trading rights, including the trading floor access 1ights and 

privileges, set forth in the corporation's by-laws and rules" for that series' conesponding fonner 

membership division. (Jd. (emphasis added).) 

14. The CME By-Laws in place at the time defined the "trading rights and privileges" 

ofholders of Class B Common Stock to include: (1) the right to appear upon the floor ofthe 

Chicago Mercantile Exchange and to act as a floor broker and/or trader; (2) the right to trade 

electronically through the Globex2 system (the right was restricted to trading only contracts 

assigned to the Class B series when accessing Globex tenninals from the trading floor); (3) the 

right to lease out the trading privileges associated with the share of Class B Common Stock; and 

( 4) a guarantee to charge clearing finns a lower clearing fee for trades made for the account of a 

holder of a series of shares of Class B Common Stock and a guarantee to not charge a higher 

clearing fee in the open outcry environment than in another trading environment. (Jd. at A-37 (§ 

6.3).) However, a major distinction between the Core Rights contained in the certificate of 

incorporation and the trading rights and privileges of the holders of Class B Common Stock 
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described in the CME By-Laws was that the "trading rights and privileged" could be changed at 

any time without Class B Shareholder approval. 

B. CME's Open Access to Globex 

15. During the same time period that CME was completing its demutualization, CME 

made the detennination to allow open access to its "Globex" electronic trading platfonn. 

16. Prior to that time, only Cleating Members, Members, and persons who had 

applied for and obtained Electronic Trading Hours ("ETH") permits had the right to trade 

directly on Globex. (See fanner CME Rules 574 and 582.) On August 30, 2000, however, Board 

of Directors of CME unanimously detennined to adopt Rule amendments to allow open access to 

Globex for all market participants. 

17. An August 31, 2000 Dow Jones Newswires article entitled "CME Board to Allow 

Greater Access to Electronic System" reported that, on August 30, 2000, "CME's board of 

directed voted to open up its electronic trading platform, Globex, to all customers." (Dow Jones 

Newswires, CME Board to Allow Greater Access to Electronic System, August 30, 2000 at 1 

(attached as Exhibit 1.)) The atiicle noted that while CME members cun·ently were the only ones 

allowed to directly access Globex, after CFTC approval, all "individuals or institutional 

customers guaranteed by a clearing member of CME will be able to directly access the system," 

a move which would "allow investors to have the ability to view bids and offers in the market." 

(Id.) 

18. The Dow Jones article similarly reported that "in addition to opening access to 

Globex, the board also eliminated restrictions on the number of Globex terminals individuals or 

finns can have," a move which would enhance "the ability of introducing brokers and non

clearing futures commission merchants to offer their customers direct access to the system." (!d.) 

This was reported as attempting to grant non-members open access to Globex. 
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19. On October 10,2000, CME submitted the proposed rule changes to the CFTC for 

review and approval. In its submission, CME explained that: 

The purpose of the proposed amendments is to allow unlimited, direct 
access to the GLOBEX electronic trading system for all market participants. 
Previously, only members, clearing members or those with the Exchange's 
Electronic Trading Hours (ETH) Pennit could have direct access to the system. 

. . . Going forward, any individual or institutional customer 
guaranteed by a clearing member of the Exchange will be able to obtain 
direct access to GLOBEX (see e.g., Rule 574.C.). 

(CME Submission No. 00-106, dated October 10, 2000 at 2 (attached as Exhibit 2).) 

20. This change also allowed "all market participants [to] have access to 'the book' 

i.e., the ability to view bids and offers in the market." (!d.) 

21. CME also explained that the rule changes "eliminated restrictions on the number 

ofGLOBEX workstations individuals or firms c[ould] have," an action that was "expected to 

facilitate the development and growth of trading rooms and arcades by enhancing the ability of 

introducing brokers and non-clearing futures commission merchants (FCMs) to offer their 

customers direct access to GLOB EX." (!d.) CME stated that it planned to implement the Rule 

changes as soon as it received CFTC approval. (!d.) 

22. CME issued a Special Executive Report to its Members on October 19, 2000, 

further notifying them of the rule changes adopted by the Board, including that the former rule 

regarding Globex access (Rule 582) would be completely repealed as a result of the change to 

open access. (S-3594, Proposed Amendments to GLOBEX2 Access Rules, at 6.) 

23. CME approved the Globex access Rule changes and announced them to the 

Membership prior to the demutualization and adoption of Core Rights, and at the time that the 

Members had a referendum right to reject rule changes approved by the Board. 

24. No CME Member sought a referendum on the proposed Rule changes. 
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25. CME completed its demutualization on November 13, 2000. 

26. Subsequently, on November 27, 2000, after receiving approval from the CFTC, 

CME implemented open access on Globex, allowing any market participant who is guaranteed 

by a clearing member of the exchange to have direct access to trade on Globex. 

27. CME's "open access" policy was the subject of further press coverage, and was 

identified as an important shift in the operation of the exchange. For example, a January 10, 2001 

Infonnation Week Wall Street and Technology article comparing the electronic trading platforms 

ofCME and CBOT noted that the "open access rule change [CME] adopted on [November 27, 

2000 allowed] any market participant who [was] guaranteed by a clearing member of the 

exchange [to] get direct access to Globex2." (Infonnation Week Article at 2 (attached as Exhibit 

3).) The article also described how CME's "open access" policy was the distinguishing 

difference between CME and CBOT. !d. 

C. CME Holdings Inc.'s IPO Results in Further Public Disclosure of Its Open 
Access Policy in Securities and Exchange Commission Filings 

28. Shortly following its demutualization and the enactment of the Core Rights, CME 

Holdings Inc. began preparing for an initial public offering. It completed this public offering on 

December 5, 2002. Pursuant to federal reporting requirements, CME Holdings Inc. filed public 

disclosure statements, including annual Fonn 1 0-Ks which described Class B Shareholders 

membership rights and Globex access rights to the general public. These disclosures reinforced 

the notion that Globex was an open access system available to any individual customer. 

29. In the 2001 Fmm 10-K, CME Holdings Inc. stated that it was "the first U.S. 

exchange to allow all customers to view the book of prices, where they can see the five best bids 

and offers in the central limit order book and directly execute transactions in our electronically 

traded products" and disclosed to the public that it planned to "continue to expand its customer 
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base and trading volume by broadening the access, order routing, trading and clearing solutions 

we offer to existing and prospective customers." (2001 CME Form 10-K at 4.) 

30. The 2001 Fonn 1 0-K also described the many ways CME's customers, both Class 

B members and non-members, could access Globex, including by using "their own proprietary 

trading software or third party software connected to CME's trading environment" and using " 

front-end trading tenninal software solutions for a fee, including a cost-efficient Web-based 

vitiual private network solution, which we call GLOBEX Trader-Internet." (!d.) 

31. Similarly, in the 2002 Fonn 1 0-K, CME Holdings Inc. reasserted that it was the 

"first U.S. exchange to allow all customers to view the book of prices, where they can see the 

five best bids and offers in the central limit order book and directly execute transactions in our 

electronically traded products." (2002 Fonn 10-K at 6.) The Fonn 10-K reported that while 

"[p]rior to [CME's] demutualization, direct access to [its] markets, whether on [CME's] open 

outcry trading floors or through the GLOB EX platfonn, was limited to members and those with 

an exchange pennit who met specified qualifications," this changed when, "[i]n connection with 

[its] demutualization, [it] opened access to [CME's] markets by allowing unlimited, direct access 

to the GLOBEX platfonn for all market participants." (2002 Fonn 10-K at 4.) CME Holdings 

Inc. infonned the public that the direct result of its open access policy was that "any individual or 

institutional customer guaranteed by a clearing firm [was] to obtain direct access to the 

GLOBEX platform." (!d.) 

32. Further distinguishing the difference between accessing open outcry trading and 

GLOBEX electronic trading, CME Holdings Inc. stated that "Members who broker trades 

executed on our open outcry trading floors generally do not play a role in facilitating the 

execution of transactions on behalf of customers on GLOBEX." (/d.) 
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33. The 2002 Fonn 10-K also described a member's membership privileges: 

Membership in our exchange entitles members to appear on the floor of the 
exchange during business days and act as a floor broker and/or floor trader 
executing trades in the appropriate contracts that correlate with their membership 
division. Applicants for membership on our exchange are required to be of good 
moral character, reputation and business integrity. They must also have adequate 
financial resources and credit to assume the responsibilities and privileges of 
membership. All members must understand the rules and regulations of our 
exchange and agree to abide by them. Additionally, they must comply with the 
provisions of the Commodity Exchange Act and the rules and regulations issued 
by the CFTC." 

(Id. at 27.) 

34. In the 2003 Fonn 1 0-K, CME Holdings Inc. reiterated that a membership was 

necessary to trade on the open outcry trading floors: 

Trading on our open outcry trading floors is conducted exclusively by our 
members. Our members are individual traders, as well as most of the world's 
largest banks, brokerages and investment houses. Prior to the introduction of our 
electronic trading platfmm, our members traded only on our open outcry trading 
floors. Today, our members are able to conduct trading on our open outcry trading 
floors, electronically through the GLOBEX platfonn and through privately 
negotiated transactions that we clear. 

(2003 Fonn 1 0-K at 5-6.) However, CME Holdings Inc. once again made clear that a 

membership is not required to execute trades on Globex, stating "[p ]rior to our demutualization, 

direct access to our markets, whether on our open outcry trading floors or through the GLOB EX 

platfonn, was limited to members and those with an exchange permit who met specified 

qualifications .... Today, any individual or institutional customer guaranteed by a clearing finn 

is able to obtain direct access to the GLOBEX platform." (Id.) 

D. CBOT Adopts Open Access On Its Own Electronic Trading System and 
Undergoes a Demutualization Prior to Merging with CME 

35. On September 24,2001, less than a year after CME adopted open access to 

Globex, Board of Directors of CBOT determined to amend its Rules to allow open access on its 

proprietary electronic trading platfonn, "e-cbot." 
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36. In an Interpretive Notice sent to CBOT Members, CBOT explained that the Rule 

changes "allow[ ed] electronic c01mectivity to the Order Direct™ API and the a/c/e platform for 

all market participants who are guaranteed by a CBOT® clearing finn member." (October 22, 

2001 CBOT Interpretive Notice (attached as Exhibit 4).) 

37. At the time, CBOT was a member-owned organization, and its Members held 

referendum rights to overturn Board approved Rule changes. No Member exercised that right, 

and the Rule changes implementing open access to CBOT's electronic trading platform became 

effective December 1, 2001. 

38. In 2005, CBOT demutualized and converted from a not-for-profit member-owned 

organization to a for-profit corporation. In connection with the demutualization, CBOT amended 

its Certificate of Incorporation to provide its fonner owners- the Class B members- with a 

number of contractual protections or Core Rights that could not be adversely affected without the 

approval of Series B-1 and B-2 Members. (See CBOT Cetiificate of Incorporation ("2005 CBOT 

Charter").) 

39. Specifically, Series B-1 and B-2 Members received the tight to vote on 

amendments to the Rules, Certificate, or Bylaws if, in the sole and absolute determination of 

Board of Directors of the Corporation, the amendment adversely affected: 

(1) the allocation of products that a holder of a specific Series of Class B 
Membership is permitted to trade (including on the electronic trading system); 

(2) the requirement that Members will be charged transaction fees that are 
lower than any other pmiicipant, including on the electronic trading system; 

(3) the membership qualifications or eligibility requirements for holding any 
Series of Membership or exercising any rights and privileges associated with that 
Series; 

( 4) the commitment to maintain open outcry markets as set forth m the 
Certificate; 
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(5) the requirement that any proposal to offer electronic trading between the 
hours of 6:00 a.m. and 6:00 p.m. of agricultural contracts or agricultural products 
traded in the open outcry markets be approved by the holders of Selies B-1 and B-
2 Memberships. 

(!d.) Today, the first four Core Rights remain substantively identical in CBOT's Certificate of 

Incorporation. 

40. The 2005 CBOT Charter also set forth the specific rights and privileges associated 

with each Series of membership, explaining for example, that a holder of a Series B-1 

Membership was "entitled to the rights and privileges of, and ... subject to the restrictions, 

conditions and limitations on, a Full Member as set forth in this Certificate of Incorporation, the 

Bylaws and the Rules." The cun·ent CBOT Charter contains the same language today. 

E. Merger of CBOT Holdings and CME Holdings 

41. In 2007, the fanner parent of CME, Chicago Mercantile Exchange Holdings Inc. 

merged with Chicago Board of Trade Holdings, Inc. The combined Company was renamed CME 

Group Inc., and CBOT became a wholly-owned subsidiary of CMEG. At that time, CMEG 

amended its Certificate of Incorporation to guarantee that CME and CBOT Members would have 

"all trading rights and privileges for all new products ... traded on ... any electronic trading 

system maintained by the Exchange or CBOT." ( CMEG Charter, § 15.) 

42. In January 2008, CBOT migrated all of its electronically-traded products from its 

e-cbot trading platfonn onto Globex. 

F. The Investment In Electronic Trading and Co-Location 

43. Over time, demand kept growing for electronic trading. As a result, Defendants 

spent millions of dollars to constantly work to improve its technological and access capabilities. 

For example, in August 2010, CME moved the primary matching engine for Globex to a new, 

massive data center in Aurora, Illinois (the "Aurora Data Center" or "ADC"), and in January 
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2012, CME began to offer co-location at the ADC. To offset the cost of completing and 

maintaining the ADC, CME charges members and customers who co-locate at the ADC a 

monthly or yearly fee. These moves were widely publicized and disclosed in CMEG's public 

filings with the Securities and Exchange Commission. 

FIRST DEFENSE- STATUTE OF LIMITATIONS 

44. Defendants incorporate and reallege the foregoing Paragraphs as if fully set forth 

herein. 

45. Under Illinois law, a plaintiff must bring a breach of contract claim based on a 

written contract within ten years of the date when a party first breaches its contractual duty or 

obligation. 735 ILCS § 5/13-206. 

46. To the extent that Plaintiffs allege that the Defendants breached their respective 

Charters by committing any act that predates 10 years from the date the Complaint was filed -

including CME's implementation of open access to Globex on November 27,2001, and CBOT's 

implementation of open access to e-cbot on September 24, 2001, those claims are barred by the 

applicable statutes of limitations. 

SECOND DEFENSE - LACHES 

47. Defendants incorporate and reallege the foregoing Paragraphs as if fully set forth 

herein. 

48. CME implemented open access, allowing any non-member customer to trade on 

Globex, on November 27, 2001. CBOT implemented open access, allowing any non-member 

customer to trade on its electronic trading platfonn, e-cbot, on September 24, 2001. These 

changes to open access at both CME and CBOT were announced to the memberships, described 

in filings with the CFTC, and covered by press releases and reports. 
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49. Open access has become a way oflife for the Exchanges for the past 14 years, yet 

Plaintiffs did not bring this action until January 15, 2014. 

50. Moreover, since the implementation of open access, Plaintiffs have been given the 

same access rights to CBOT's and CME's electronic trading platfonns as their non-Member 

customers and Plaintiffs have never asserted a so-called right to the "best and most proximate" 

access to Globex. 

51. Finally, Defendants expenditure of millions of dollars to improve upon its 

electronic trading platfonn were widely published and disclosed to the public in numerous public 

filings. 

52. As a result, Plaintiffs' breach of contract claims based on the alleged rights to 

exclusive access to Globex or the best and most proximate access to Globex are barred, in whole 

or in pmi, by the doctrine of laches. 

THIRD DEFENSE- EQUITABLE ESTOPPEL 

53. Defendants incorporate and reallege the foregoing Paragraphs as if fully set fmih 

herein. 

54. After detennining that it would open access to Globex, CME issued a Special 

Executive Report to its Members on October 19, 2000 announcing the proposed Rule change. At 

the time the Special Executive Report was issued, the members had a referendum right to reject 

rule changes approved by the Board. No CME Member sought a referendum on the proposed 

Rule changes. 

55. Similarly, CBOT members held referendum rights at the time CBOT 

implemented open access to e-cbot, on September 24, 2001. No CBOT Member sought a 

referendum on CBOT's change to open access. 
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56. Because the CME and CBOT Members held referendum rights at the time that 

CME and CBOT converted to open access, but detennined not to exercise those rights, Plaintiffs 

should be equitably estopped from asserting that CBOT and CMEG breached their respective 

Charters by adopting open access to their electronic trading platfonns. 

FOURTH DEFENSE- STANDING 

57. Defendants incorporate and reallege the foregoing Paragraphs as if fully set forth 

herein. 

58. CMEG Class B shareholders Langer and Yennack and CBOT Class B member 

Goldberg have all leased their Class B memberships since at least August 2012 and, as a result, 

have not attempted to trade any products on Globex or been charged any fee for a trade made on 

Globex. 

59. As a result, Plaintiffs lack standing to assert breach of contract claims against 

CMEG and CBOT based on the alleged failures to provide preferential fees and to allow 

Members to trade all new products. 

FIFTH DEFENSE 

60. Defendants incorporate and reallege the foregoing Paragraphs as if fully set fmih 

herein. 

61. Defendants CMEG and CBOT presently have insufficient knowledge or 

infonnation upon which to fonn a belief as to whether there may be, as yet unstated, defenses 

available to Defendants, and therefore expressly (i) reserve the right to amend or supplement the 

Answer, defenses and all other pleadings, and (ii) reserve the right to (a) assert any and all 

additional defenses under any applicable state law in the event that discovery or other 
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investigation indicates such defenses would be appropriate, and (b) asseti any cross-claims, 

counterclaims and third-party claims when and if they become appropriate to this action. 

WHEREFORE, Defendants CMEG and CBOT request this Court enter judgment: 

(i) dismissing, with prejudice, the count set forth in the Amended Complaint 

against the Defendants; 

(ii) awarding Defendants CMEG and CBOT reasonable attorneys' fees, costs 

and disbursements incmTed herein; and 

(iii) awarding Defendants CMEG and CBOT any such other and further relief 

the Court deems just and proper. 

Dated: October 16, 2015 
Chicago, Illinois 

Respectfully submitted, 

Skadden, Arps, Slate, Meagher & Flom LLP 

>'1 :Y 
Albert L. Hogan III / 
Jerrold E. Salzman 
Marcella L. Lape 
Charles Andrewscavage 
155 North Wacker Drive 
Chicago, Illinois 60606 
(312) 407-0700 
al.hogan@skadden.com 
j eno ld.salzman@skadden. com 
marcella.lape@skadden. com 
charles.andrewscavage@skadden.com 
Finn ID No.: 91729 

Counsel for Defendants CME Grottp Inc. and 
Board ofTrade of the City of Chicago, Inc. 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 

Charles Andrewscavage, an attorney, hereby certifies that on October 16, 2015, I caused true and 

conect copy of Defendants CME Group Inc.'s and Board ofTrade ofThe City of Chicago, Inc.'s 

Answer and Affinnative Defenses to Plaintiffs' First Amended Complaint to be served by 

Federal Express and electronic mail on the following counsel: 

Stephen E. Monissey 
Susman Godfrey LLP 
1201 3rd Ave., Suite 3800 
Seattle, WA 98101 
(206) 446-1199 
smonissey@susmangodfrey.com 

Stephen D. Susman 
Robert S. Safi 
Susman Godfrey LLP 
1000 Louisiana, Suite 5100 
Houston, TX 77002 
(713) 651-9366 
ssusman@susmangodfrey.com 
rsafi@susmangodfrey.com 

Frances S. Lewis 
Susman Godfrey LLP 
1901 Avenue ofthe Stars, Suite 950 
Los Angeles, CA 90067 
(31 0) 789-3104 
flewis@susmangodfrey.com 

Suyash Agrawal 
Jemmie Young Evans 
Agrawal Evans LLP 
308 West Erie Street, Suite 502 
Chicago, IL 60654 
(312) 448-8800 
suyash@agrawalevans.com 
J eannie@agrawalevans.com 

Dated: October 16, 2015 
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LexisNexis{~) 

LENGTH: 336 words 

2 of 19 DOCUMENTS 

Copyright 2000 Factiva, a Dow Jones and Reuters Company 
All Rights Reserved 

(Copyright (c) 2000, Dow Jones & Company, Inc.) 

Dow Jones Ne\:r..ls\vires 
Capital Markets Report 

August 31, 2000 Thursday 3:04 PM GMT 

HEADLINE: CME Board To Allow Greater Access To Electronic System 

BODY: 

CHICAGO -(Dow Jones)- Soon just about anyone could have access to trade electronically at the Chicago 
Mercantile Exchange. 

Page I 

In a vote late Wednesday, the CME's board of directors voted to open up its electronic trading platfonn, Globex, to 
all customers, the exchange said Thursday. 

Currently, only members- clearing members or those with the exchange's Electronic Trading Hours pennit- have 
direct access to Globex. Pending Commodity Futures Trading Commission approval, the pennit program will be phased 
out and individuals or institutional customers guaranteed by a clearing member ofCME will be able to directly access 
the system. That will allow investors to have the ability to view bids and offers in the market. 

"I am extremely pleased with the Board's continued commitment to accelerating changes that will create 
shareholder value by embracing the concept for intense customer focus. These far-reaching changes further position the 
CME as the momentum player in the global exchange-traded derivatives markets," said Scott Gordon, CME chainnan. 

In addition to opening access to Globex, the board also eliminated restrictions on the number of Globex tenninals 
individuals or firms can have. That is expected to help increase the development and growth of trading rooms by 
enhancing the ability of introducing brokers and non-clearing futures commission merchants to offer their customers 
direct access to the system, said Jim McNulty, CME president and chief operating officer. 

In a related matter, the board lifted restrictions on the number of electronic miniature, or E-mini, contracts that can 



Page 2 
CME Board To Allow Greater Access To Electronic System Capital Markets Repoti August 31, 2000 Thursday 3:04 

PM GMT 

be traded. Except for E-mini Nasdaq, which has no restrictions on the number of contracts that can be traded, orders 
currently are limited to 30 contracts forE-mini S&P, currency and lean hog futures. This change also requires CFTC 
approval and will be put in place later this year after the completion of the systems changes. 

-By Debbie Carlson, Dow Jones Newswires; 312-750-4072; 

debbie.carlson@dowjones.com 

NOTES: 4217; 
PUBLISHER: Dow Jones & Company 

LOAD-DATE: December 17,2004 
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CFTC SUBMISSION 

October I 0, 2000 

Proposed Amendments to GLOBEX® Access Rules 

CME Submission No. 00-106 

Follow-Up Responsibility, Chicago: James M. Falvey, Legal Department 



CHICAGO MERCANTILE EXCHANGE 

Ms. Jean A. Webb 
Office of the Secretariat 

October 10, 2000 

Commodity Futures Trading Commission 
Three Lafayette Centre 
1155 21st Street, N. W. 
\Vashington. D.C. 20581 

RE: Section 5a(a)(l2)(A), Regulation Section l.4l(c). 

Dear Ms. \Vebb: 

1. SUB).liSSION 

Proposed Amendments to GLOBEX Access Rules 
CME Submission# 00-106 

The Chicago Mercantile Exchange r·cME" or '·Exchange") hereby submits for 
Commission review and approval, in accordance with Section 5a(a)(l2)(A) of the Act and 
Regulation Section 1.41 {c), proposed amendments to certain Exchange Rules pertaining to access 
to the GLOBEX Electronic Trading System. 

TEXT OF PROPOSED RULE AMENDMENTS 

The rext of the proposed rule amendments is attached as Exhibit A. Additions are 
underlined while deletions are bracketed and overstruck. Clean text of the proposed rules is 
attached as Exhibit B. 

30 South Wacker Drive Chicago, Illinois 60606 312/930·1000 
LONDON NEW YORK WASHINGTON, DC TOKYO 



Ms. Jean A. \Vebb 
October 10, 2000 
Page 2 of3 

3. EFFECTIVE D.-\ TE AND RULE PROMULGATING AUTHORITY 

The Exchange· s Board of Directors unanimously approved these measures at its meeting 
of August 30. :2000. The Exchange's Board is empowered to make and amend Exchange Rules 
per Rule 230.j. The Exchange intends to implement these amendments immediately upon 
receiving Commission approval. 

-J.. OPERATIOK PURPOSE A.ND EFFECT OF PROPOSED .A.:..IENDMENTS 

The purpose of the proposed amendments is to allow unlimited, direct access to the 
GLOBEX electronic trading system for all market participants. Previously, only members, 
clearing members or those with the Exchange's Electronic Trading Hours (ETH) Permit could 
have direct access to the system. 

As a result of the amendments, the ETH Permit Program will be phased out, obviating the 
need for non-members to meet the exchange's qualification requirements and pay ETH 
application fees. Generally, institutional customers were not permitted to participate in the 
permit program. Going fonvard. any individual or institutional customer guaranteed by a 
clearing member of the Exchange will be able to obtain direct access to GLOBEX (see,~. 
Rule 574.C.). 

Additionally. as part of these changes, all market participants will have access to "the 
book:· i.e .. the ability to view bids and offers in the market. 

The Exchange also eliminated restrictions on the number of GLOBEX workstations 
individuals or firms can have. These actions are expected to facilitate the development and 
gro\o\.1h of trading rooms and arcades by enhancing the ability of introducing brokers and non
clearing futures commission merchants (FCMs) to offer their customers direct access to 
GLOBEX. 

5. OPPOSING VIEWS 

The Exchange is unaware of any \'iews opposing measures proposed herein. 

6. RELEVANT PROVISIO:JS OF THE ACT OR COMMISSION REGULATIONS 

\Ve believe that it is not necessary for the Commission to amend or interpret any sections 
of the Act or the Commission's regulations in order to appro\·e or allov ... · into effect the proposed 
amendments. 



Ms. Jean A. Webb 
October 10,2000 
Page 3 of3 

Please do not hesitate to contact me at 312-930-3046 if we may assist you during the 
revie\v process. It would be most helpful if you would reference our CME Submission # 00-106 
on any communications relating to this matter. Thank you. 

Sincerely;/~ 
.c ·J 

istant General Counsel 

cc: Mr. David P. Van Wagner 
Associate Director, Division of Trading and Markets 
Richard Fung, CFTC, Chicago 



EXHIBIT A 

DEFINITIONS 

GLOBEX TERMINAL OPERATOR 

A GLOBEX terminal operator is a person who has been identitied to the EJwhange asis 
authorized to enter orders through a GLOBEX tenninal.connection. 

-1-%-:-EURO FX AND EURO FX CROSS-RATES TRADING PERMIT PROGRAM 

* * * 

195.E. Speeificl95.E. Specific Trading Privileges and Responsibilities 

4. 4-:-A Euro FX TP holder shall pay lessee clearing rates for pit trades. A Euro 
FX TP holder trading on GLOBEX®2 shall have an Electronic Trading Hours 
(ETH) permit or access under Rule 574.C. and pay non~member clearing rates 
for GLOBEX®2 trades. A GEM or IOM member who pre-registers with the 
Exchange his or her intention to meet all the Euro FX TP holder requirements 
defined in this rule shall pay lessee clearing rates for pit trades and 
GLOBEX®2 trades. 

571. RECORDS OF TRANSACTIONS DURING GLOBEX TRADING 

It shall be the duty of each GLOBEX terminal operator entering orders into the GLOBEX 
System to: 1) sign onto the GLOBEX System before entering orders by inputting #re 
GLOBEX£! user identification assigned bv the CME. a clearing member or other 
authorized entity. and 2) input for each order, the price, quantity. commodity. contract 
month, CTI code and account designation and, for options, the strike price, "put" or 
"call," and expiration month. For GLOBEX Terminal Operators with access pursuant to 
Rule 574.C, Clearing Firms will be responsible for such Operators compliance \vith this 
Rule. 

With respect to orders received by a GLOBEX terminal operator which are capable of 
being immediately entered into GLOBEX, no record other than that set forth above need 
be made. However, if a GLOB EX terminal operator receives an order which cannot be 
immediately entered into GLOBEX, the GLOBEX terminal operator must prepare a 
written order and include the account designation, date, time of receipt and other required 
information. The order must be entered into GLOB EX when it becomes executable. 
Such records shall be retained for five years. 

The President or his designee may require immediate proof of compliance with this Ruie. 
Violation of this Rule may constitute a major offense. 



574. GLOBEX TERMINALS/ORDER ENTRY 

The following categories of memberspersons and entities are eligible to receive 
GLOBEX terminals for order entry: 

574.A. Clearing Members 

Clearing members are eligible for GLOBEX terminals and connections for entry of their 
own orders and customer orders. /\ branch office of a clearing member may receive a 
GLOBE X terminal if such office is a bona tide-branch office and the placement of such 
terminal has been approved by the GLOBEX Terminal Location Committee. Any 
authorized employeeindividual may enter orders (with or without discretion) for the 
proprietary account of the clearing member; provided, ho\ve-ver, that any employee who 
enters orders v•ith discretion for the proprietary aceeant of the clearing mem-fleF--aRd--vrhe 
also enters or handles customer orders ('Nith or without discretion) must bemember. If 
acting in other than a clerical capacity. any individuals entering customer registered as 
ei-t.:ha:...a-4leor broker or an associated person. Clerks of a clearing member v.;hEK!e-net 
maintain an associated person or floor bffiker registration '>Vith the Com:rnodity Futures 
Trading Commission may enter customer orders only on a non discretionary basis. 
Glerk:5-are prohibited from directly or indirectly entering orders for their own accounts-e-r 
aeeeunts in \Vhich t11ey have a financial interest threugh GLOB EX. Individuals 
registered as floor brokers or associated-persons ef a clearing member may enter both 
discretionary and non discretienary orders for customers. Employees in a feret-gn-bfafl€-h 
office ef a clearing member dealing only v,·ith foreign customers may enter both 
aiscretionary and nen discretionary custerner orders. Associated-persons in domestic 
offices and employees in forei-gn-effices of a clearing member may place orders for thei-r 
O'.vn accounts through anet-her GLOBEX terminal operator but are prohibited frem 
dtreet-ly-errtering their own orders.orders must have appropriate rc!!istration. Clearing 
firms are responsible to have in place reasonable supervisorv procedures to ensure that 
their emplovees follow all rules and re!!ulations. 

574.8. Individual Members and ETH Permit Holders 

Members an4-ind-~·idual ETH Permit holders are eligible for GLOBEX terminals for 
entry of orders for their personal accounts andor proprietarY accounts. as well as for the 
accounts of othermembers and ETH Permit holders. provided that each terminal is 
located on the trading t1oor or in the ind-i:¥i:flual's residence oF-Office subject to the 
approval of the GLOB EX Tem1inal Location Committee. A member or ETH Permit 
holder may use a non member employee tomembers. Authorized emplovees of such 
member mav enter orders (with or without discretion) for the personal account of such 
member or ETH Permit holder. An individual or proprietarY account of the member. A 
member may enter customer orders (i.e., orders for the accounts ofpersons ,,,·he a~ 
members or ETH Pennit holders)-only if (1) the inaividual is registered as a tloor broker 
or associated person and-suel:lperson who are not members) onlv if (1) the orders are 



entered from a terminal located in a branch officeon the premises of a clearing member or 
P-j-thepursuant to Rule 574.A.: (2) the individual is registered as a floor broker, the 
orders are routed to the floor broker by a clearing member and such orders are entered 
from a terminal located on the tradingtloor. Howc't'cr, if the individual does not maintain 
an associated person or floor broker registration, but is employed in the capacity of a 
clerk in the office or branch office of a clearing member, the individual may enter 
customer orders subject to the same restrictions that apply to a clerk mtcept that-a 
H'lember or ETH Permit holder may enter his own orders. In addition, individual 
members may usefloor: or (3) the individual member is using GLOBEX terminals to 
trade on behalf of joint accounts in which the member shares the profits and losses with 
others, including one or more non-members, and discretionary accounts for which the 
member has power of attorney to make the trading decisions, provided that the follo·wing 
requirements are met: 

I. The member must be registered as a floor broker. 

2. The member must obtain a written power of attorney, signed and dated by the 
account owner, that designates the member as the person to whom discretionary 
authority has been granted. 

3. The member granted discretionary authority must file a written notice with the 
Division of Market Regulation of his intention to execute trades for discretionary 
accounts for which he has power of attorney. 

4. The accm.mt number must be entered into GLOBEX at the same time as the trade. 

574.C. Parents and Affiliates 

~terJ.:n.i.Ral:smay-l3e-plac-ed-in the domestic and foreign ot+ices-ef.paretl&ana 
affiliates of dearing tim1s upon approval from the GLOBEX Terminal Location 
Goo1mittee ru1d in accordance with the restrictions set forth belo'tv. 

Domestic Offices 
A parent or affiliate is eligiBle to have GLOBEX terminals in its domestic offices for 
J7r-eprietB:fyerders only, provided thai-the-entity-may not have GLOBEX termi-nal-s-in 
£UC-h-offices if it is registered as an Int:reducing Broker, Commodity-:Feol-Opera-tor-.:H' 
Commodity Tl'adiflg Advisor. 
,t., parent or affiliate that is registered as a Futures Commission Merchant ("FC.M") is 
eligible to have GLOBEX te1minals in its domestic offices fer customer and proprietary 
orders, provided that only one such entity per clearing member (v.·hich firm cannot be a 
subsidiary of the clearing member) is eligible. The above restriction does not:--ap~ 
those entities that were affiliated v;ith a clearing member as of r-.'larch 8. 1989. The above 
restriet-i.-en may be 'Naived by the GLOBEX Tenninal Location Committee upon a 
shovri.fl:g-e-f..good cause. 

Foreign Offices 



A parent or affiliate is eligible to have GLOBEX terminals in its foreign offices fur 
customer and proprietary orders. 
The requirement that a parent or affiliate must have 1 00% ovmership, directly or 
inetreetly, in common v;ith a-eleariag mem-ber may be waived by the GLOBEX Terminal
Location Committee for firms domiciled outside of the U.S. in cases \vhere foreign law 
prohibits sach 100% common O'<'mership. provided that the foreign firm has at least 50% 
o-wnership, directly or indirectly, in common v.·ith the clearing member. 

574.0. Rule 106.1. Institutional Access Firms 

A fim1 that holds one or more Exchange memberships pUFsuant to Rule 1 06.H. or Rule 
106.J. is eligible for GLOBEX tem1inals for entry ofthe-firm's proprietary order-s 
provided that the firm complies with the restrictions set forth in Rule 1 06.H. or Rule 
+06.1. and the terminal is located in a bona fide place of business of the firm 'Nhich has 
been approved by the GLOBEX Terminal Location Con:mittee. 

574 .E. Rule 106.N. GEM Institutional Access Firms 

/', c:tviE Rule 106.N. GEM-Institutional /\ccess firm is eligible for GLOBEX t-erm-i-nals 
for entry-of.t:he following types of~ 

• For products within the GEM Division, a Rule 106.N. t1rm may enter orders for 
fts.-t*oprietary acco1:mts and for the accounts of non U.S. customers; and 

For products outside the 0Erv1 Division. a Rule 1 06.N. firm may enter orders--fef 
its proprietary accounts only. 

The tenninal must be located in a bona fide plac-e-of business of4he-Rule-+O~iH'R 
whieR has been approved by the GLOBEX Terminal Location Committee. 

57'1.F. Firms Holding ETH Permtts 

Firms Holding ETH Permits are eligible for GLOB EX terminals for entry of their ovm 
orders and customer orders. The terminals must be located in a bona fide place of 
business of the firm \Vhieh has been approved by the GLOBEX Terminal Loeatffi.n 
Gommittee. Any authorized employee may enter orders (vrith or v<'ithout discretion) fur 
ftte-fWoprietary account ofthe firm; provided. however, that any employee v.-ho enters 
orders vt'ith discretion for the proprietary account of the firm and who also entem (}r 
handles customer orders (v;ith or without discretion) must be registered as either a tloor 
brolrer or an associated person. Employees of the firm who do not maintain an assoeiated 
person or floor broker registration v.-ith the Commodity Futures Trading Commission 
may enter customer orders only on a non discretionary basis. Such employees are 
prohibited from directly or indirectly entering orders for their-ovm accmmts or accetmts 
in v.·hieh they have a financial interest th:Feugh GLOBEX. Employees registefetl-as-tteet= 
breke-rs or associated persons of the firm may enter both discretionary and noB 
discretionary orders for customers. Employees in a foreign oftlee of the firm dealing 



only with foreign customers may enter both discretionary and non discretionary customer 
orders. i\ssociated persons in domestic offices and employees in foreign offices of the 
firm may place orders for their ov.n accounts-through another GLOBEX terminal 
operator but are prohibited from directly entering their ov.-n orders-: 

579. GLOBEX CONTROL CENTER LIMITATlON OF LIABILITY 
574.C. Non-Member Individuals and Firms 

Subject to subsections 1 - 3. below. clearing: firms may authorize GLOBEX terminals for 
customers to directlv enter orders. For those customers for whom clearing: members have 
authorized terminals. clearing members must: 

1. Guarantee and assume financial responsibility for all activity through the 
terminal: 

2. Assist the CME in any investigation into potential violations of CME 
Rules or the Commodity Exchange Act. Such assistance must be timely 
and include. but not be limited to. requiring the non-member to produce 
documents. to answer questions from the CME. and/or to appear in 
connection \Vith the investigation. 

3. Suspend or terminate the non-member's GLOBEX access ifthe Cl'vlE 
determines that the actions of the non-member threatens the integritv or 
liquiditv of any contract. violates anv Rules of the CME or the 
Commodity Exchange Act. or if the non-member fails to cooperate in an 
investigation. 

579. GLOBEX CONTROL CENTER 

579.A. General 

The CME will maintain a GLOBEX Control Center ("GCC") to provide GLOBEX 
customer support and problem management. The GCC can provide such assistance onlv 
to firm employees. individual members. and clearing member emplovees who are 
appropriatelv registered as Contacts with the GCC. The CME will make such customer 
support available. via a published telephone number and during published 
hours to assist such designated Contacts. Individuals not so registered includimr. but not 
limited to. non-members with GLOBEX access pursuant to Rule 574.C. must contact 
their clearing firms to make support requests. 

579.8. Limitation ofLiabilitv 

The Exchange shall provide employees in the GL-GBEX Control Center ("GCC"'1GCC to 
perform certain services for members and clearing members with respect to GLOBEX. 
Such employees may not always be available to assist members and clearing members. 
The Exchange shall be liable when such employees negligently: ( 1) cancel or fail to 
cancel orders resting in the GLOBEX system pursuant to a clearing member's 



instructions; (2) cancel or fail to cancel trades that were triggered as a result of 
contingency orders being elected by an error trade that was busted in accordance with the 
GLOBEX Error Trade Policy; 3) fail to deactivate a GLOBEX user ID pursuant to a 
clearing member's instructions, in which case those orders that were entered or matched 
after the instruction was received by the GCC, but before the GCC has had a reasonable 
period of time to act upon such instruction, shall not form the basis for an allowable 
claim; and 4) issue passwords to unauthorized persons in violation of a clearing 
member's instructions. The Exchange shall not be liable for actions taken by the GCC 
pursuant to a clearing member's request when the clearing member could have taken such 
actions through its own administrative terminal~ 

582. GLOBEX SCREEN RIGH+& 

582.A. GeaeFal 

A GLOBEX terminaL shall not be used to trede CME contracts unless a GLQBf.:X:..g€-reefl: 
Right ("GSR") has been assigned to that terminal. There shall be 2,724 G-8-Rs (equal--te 
the total number ofCME, I'MM and IOM memberships). All GSRs shall be-administered 
13y-the Membership Department. 

582.B. CME Members 

Only indi¥iduals and firms that are eligible to obtain GbOBEX terminals pursuaru-t.o 
Rules 571, 121 and 151 may obtain a GSR. Each individual and t1rm that owns an 
Exchange membership and has retained the trading privileges associated v.ith such 
membership shall be entitled tEHJne GSR, at no cost, fer each membership ewne4-A 
transferee of a membership pursuantto Rtt!es 106.C. or 106.0. or a firm tha£-1-r&S-a 
t=nem .. bership assigtreti-tB it pursuant to Rule 903 may obtain a GSR at no cost with the 
written pennission of the owner of such membership. Further. a firm may obtain a GSR 
at no cost with the '<Hitten permission of the firm's officer, director or partner who O'<'ll1s--tt 

membership. A.dditional GSRs, to the extent available, may be leased from the Exchange 
by eligible members and firms en such terms and conditions as may be determined-b-y-tfle 
Board. 

582.C. Members of Other Participating Exchanges 

Individual members and clearing members of other participating exchanges may lease 
GSRs from the Exchange if they are eligible for cross exchange access pursuant to Rule 
583. The Board shall establish the tem1s and conditions of such lease:r.-

582.0. Distribution ofLease Fees 

A+! lease fees collected in respect of GSRs shall be distributed. pro rata. to each ovmet'--&f 
an Exchange membership v .. ·ho has not Inade use of the GSR attributable to-t-hat 

~ 



583. DOMESTIC CROSS EXCHANGE TRADING 

5&3 .A ... Cross Exchange Trading by Members of Other Domestic Exehanges in 
CME Contracts Listed on GLOBEX 

[ndividual members and clearing members of another domestic exchange that is 
{:larticipating in cross exchange-trading ~hrough GLQB.EX are eligible to obtain cross 
exchange access, for f!roprietary tradffi.g only, to the contracts listed on GLOBEX by the 
CME. Such members and clearing members must ( 1) be authorized by the CME to enter 
orders in CME contracts through GLOBEX. (2) make an armngement •.vith a Cl\ffi 
clearing member to clear any trades in CME contracts, (3) obtain a GLOBEX Screen 
Right from the CME as set forth in Rule 582 for each termi:nal-41:Fffitgh-which the member 
or clearing member ·;;rill enter orders for CME contracts, and (4) abide by the GLOBEX 
trading rules of the CME when trading CME contracts through GLOBEX. Such members 
and clearing members will be subject to disciplinary action in accordance with CME 
Rules for violation of the C.ME's GLOBEX tradffig-rules:-

583 .B. Cross Exchange Trading by I\4embers of the CME in Contracts Listed on 
GLOBEX by Other Participating Domestic ExchaRges 

Individual members and clearing members of the CME may obtain cross exchange 
access, for proprietary trading only, to the contracts-l-isted en GLOBEX by other 
den-1e5tic exchanges-participating in cross exchange tcrading through GLOBEX. Such 
members and clearing membera-must \1) be authorized by the other parti:cipattng 
exchange to enter orders in that exchange's contracts through GLOBEX, (:2) make an 
atTangement V'l'ith a clearing member of each such e)tehange to clear any trades in 
ee-ntracts listed by that exchange, (3) obtain a GLOBEX Screen Right from the 
parttaj*ting exchange for each terminal through-which the member or clearing 
member will enter orders for contracts of the participating exchange, and ('1) abide by 
the GLOBEX trading rules of the participating exchange when trading the contracts 
listed by that mcchange-on GLOBEX. Such members and clearing mem-beFS-\¥i-l-l-be 
subject to disciplinary aetie-n-ffi-accordance with the rules of-the--part..i:eij:rati-ng 
exchange for the violation. 

CME GLOBEX ERROR TRADE POLICY 

A. Policy for Futures Contracts Traded Outside Pit Trading Hours 

Part A of the GLOB EX Error Trade Policy applies to futures contracts that are traded on 
GLOBEX outside pit trading hours. Pit trading hours are those when the contract in 
question or a comparable contract is traded by open outcry on the CME's trading floor. 
For example, the pit trading hours for Eurodollar futures are from 7:20a.m. to 2:00p.m. 
(Chicago time). 

1. Invoking Error Trade Policy 

Rem a 



\llhenever a terminal operator believes that he or she executed a trade through GLOB EX 
in eFror, the terminal operator or firm representative must contactAnv request bv market 
users to invoke the error trade policy must be made to the GLOBEX Control Center 
("GCC") as soon as possible and not later than I 0 minutes (8 minutes as of June l. 
~000j8 minutes after the trade occurred. Anyone '•'•latching the market, 
includingAdditionally, an employee of the GCC can bring a potential error trade to the 
GCC's attention. However, the GCC can provide assistance onlv to firm employees. 
individual members and clearing member employees who are appropriatelv registered as 
Contacts with the GCC. Individuals not so registered including. but not limited to. non
members with GLOBEX access pursuant to Rule 574.C. must contact their clearing 
member firms to request the error trade ffipolicv be invoked. In all cases, if a potential 
error trade is not brought to the GCC's attention within H:) minutes (8 minutes as of June 
l, 2000)8 minutes after the trade occurred, the trade will stand. (See Part D below.) 

When a potential error trade is brought to the GCC's attention, it will detem1ine whether 
the trade price is in the No Bust Range for the particular contract as set forth in the 
attached GLOBEX Error Trade Tick Range List. In measuring the No Bust Range, the 
GCC shall determine what the true market price for that contract was immediately before 
the error trade occurred. In making that determination, the GCC may consider all 
relevant information, including the last trade price on GLOBEX, a better bid or offer 
price, a more recent price in a different contract month, the price of the same or a related 
contract established in open outcry trading, and the prices of related contracts trading in 
other markets (e.g., cash FX and SIMEX Eurodollars). The GCC may convene a panel of 
the GLOBEX Trade Review Committee ("Committee") to assist it in making such 
determination. 



EXHIBITB 

DEFINITIONS 

GLOB EX TER1\1INAL OPERA TOR 

A GLOBEX terminal operator is a person who is authorized to enter orders through a 
GLOBEX connection. 

EURO FX AND EURO FX CROSS-RATES TRADING PERMIT PROGRAM 

* * * 

l95.E. Specific Trading Privileges and Responsibilities 

4. A Euro FX TP holder shall pay lessee clearing rates for pit trades. A Euro FX 
TP holder trading on GLOBEX®2 shall have an Electronic Trading Hours 
(ETH) permit or access under Rule 574.C. and pay non-member clearing rates 
for GLOBEX®2 trades. A GEM or IOM member who pre-registers with the 
Exchange his or her intention to meet all the Euro FX TP holder requirements 
defined in this rule shall pay lessee clearing rates for pit trades and 
GLOBEX®2 trades. 

571. RECORDS OF TRANSACTIONS DURING GLOBEX TRADING 

It shall be the duty of each GLOB EX terminal operator entering orders into the GLOBEX 
System to: 1) sign onto the GLOBEX System before entering orders by inputting a user 
identification assigned by the CME, a clearing member or other authorized entity, and 
2) input for each order, the price, quantity, commodity, contract month, CTI code and 
account designation and, for options, the strike price, "put" or "call," and expiration 
month. For GLOBEX Terminal Operators with access pursuant to Rule 574.C, Clearing 
Firms will be responsible for such Operators compliance with this Rule. 

With respect to orders received by a GLOBEX tem1inal operator which are capable of 
being immediately entered into GLOBEX, no record other than that set forth above need 
be made. However, if a GLOB EX terminal operator receives an order which cannot be 
immediately entered into GLOBEX, the GLOBEX terminal operator must prepare a 
written order and include the account designation, date, time of receipt and other required 
information. The order must be entered into GLOBEX when it becomes executable. 
Such records shall be retained for five years. 

The President or his designee may require immediate proof of compliance \Vith this Rule. 
Violation of this Rule may constitute a major offense. 



574. GLOBEX TERMINALS/ORDER ENTRY 

The following persons and entities are eligible to receive GLOB EX terminals for order 
entry: 

574.A. Clearing Members 

Clearing members are eligible for GLOB EX terminals and connections for entry of their 
own orders and customer orders. Any authorized individual may enter orders (with or 
without discretion) for the proprietary account of the clearing member. If acting in other 
than a clerical capacity, any individuals entering customer orders must have appropriate 
registration. Clearing firms are responsible to have in place reasonable supervisory 
procedures to ensure that their employees follow all rules and regulations. 

574.B. Individual Members 

Members are eligible for GLOBEX terminals for entry of orders for their personal or 
proprietary accounts, as well as for the accounts of other members. Authorized 
employees of such member may enter orders (with or without discretion) for the personal 
or proprietary account of the member. A member may enter customer orders (i.e., orders 
for the accounts of person who are not members) only if ( l) the orders are entered on the 
premises of a clearing member pursuant to Rule 574.A.; (2) the individual is registered as 
a floor broker, the orders are routed to the floor broker by a clearing member and such 
orders are entered from a tetminallocated on the trading floor; or (3) the individual 
member is using GLOB EX terminals to trade on behalf of joint accounts in which the 
member shares the profits and losses with others, including one or more non-members. 
and discretionary accounts for which the member has power of attorney to make the 
trading decisions, provided that the following requirements are met: 

1. The member must be registered as a floor broker. 

2. The member must obtain a written power of attorney, signed and dated by the 
account owner, that designates the member as the person to whom discretionary 
authority has been granted. 

3. The member granted discretionary authority must tile a "\vTitten notice with the 
Division of Market Regulation of his intention to execute trades for discretionary 
accounts for which he has power of attorney. 

4. The account number must be entered into GLOBEX at the same time as the trade. 



574.C. Non-Member Individuals and Firms 

Subject to subsections 1 - 3, below, clearing firms may authorize GLOBEX terminals for 
customers to directly enter orders. For those customers for whom clearing members have 
authorized terminals, clearing members must: 

1. Guarantee and assume financial responsibility for all activity through the 
terminal; 

2. Assist the CME in any investigation into potential violations of CME 
Rules or the Commodity Exchange Act. Such assistance must be timely 
and include, but not be limited to, requiring the non-member to produce 
documents, to answer questions from the CME, and/or to appear in 
connection with the investigation. 

3. Suspend or terminate the non-member's GLOBEX access if the CME 
determines that the actions of the non-member threatens the integrity or 
liquidity of any contract, violates any Rules of the CME or the 
Commodity Exchange Act, or if the non-member fails to cooperate in an 
investigation. 

579. GLOBEX CONTROL CENTER 

579 .A. General 

The CME will maintain a GLOBEX Control Center ("GCC") to provide GLOBEX 
customer support and problem management. The GCC can provide such assistance only 
to firm employees, individual members, and clearing member employees who are 
appropriately registered as Contacts with the GCC. The CME will make such customer 
support available, via a published telephone number and during published 
hours to assist such designated Contacts. Individuals not so registered including, but not 
limited to, non-members with GLOBEX access pursuant to Rule 574.C, must contact 
their clearing firms to make support requests. 

579.B. Limitation of Liability 

The Exchange shall provide employees in the GCC to perform certain services for 
members and clearing members with respect to GLOBEX. Such employees may not 
always be available to assist members and clearing members. The Exchange shall be 
liable when such employees negligently: (1) cancel or fail to cancel orders resting in the 
GLOBEX system pursuant to a clearing member's instructions; (2) cancel or fail to 
cancel trades that were triggered as a result of contingency orders being elected by an 
error trade that was busted in accordance with the GLOB EX Error Trade Policy: 3) fai I 
to deactivate a GLOBEX user ID pursuant to a clearing member's instructions, in wb;d: 
case those orders that were entered or matched after the instruction was received by ; 1 • • 

GCC, but before the GCC has had a reasonable period of time to act upon such 
instruction, shall not form the basis for an allowable claim; and 4) issue passwords to 



unauthorized persons in violation of a clearing member's instructions. The Exchange 
shall not be liable for actions taken by the GCC pursuant to a clearing member's request 
when the clearing member could have taken such actions through its own administrative 
terminal .... 

[Remainder of Rule unchanged] 

CME GLOBEX ERROR TRADE POLICY 

A. Policy for Futures Contracts Traded Outside Pit Trading Hours 

Part A of the GLOBEX Error Trade Policy applies to futures contracts that are traded on 
GLOBEX outside pit trading hours. Pit trading hours are those when the contract in 
question or a comparable contract is traded by open outcry on the CME's trading floor. 
For example, the pit trading hours for Eurodollar futures are from 7:20a.m. to 2:00p.m. 
(Chicago time). 

1. Invoking Error Trade Policy 

Any request by market users to invoke the error trade policy must be made to the 
GLOBEX Control Center ("GCC") as soon as possible and not later than 8 minutes after 
the trade occurred. Additionally, an employee of the GCC can bring a potential error 
trade to the GCC's attention. However, the GCC can provide assistance only to firm 
employees, individual members and clearing member employees who are appropriately 
registered as Contacts with the GCC. Individuals not so registered including, but not 
limited to, non-members with GLOBEX access pursuant to Rule 574.C. must contact 
their clearing member firms to request the error trade policy be invoked. In all cases. if a 
potential error trade is not brought to the GCC's attention within 8 minutes after the trade 
occurred, the trade will stand. (See Part D below.) 

When a potential error trade is brought to the GCC's attention, it will detem1ine whether 
the trade price is in the No Bust Range for the particular contract as set forth in the 
attached GLOBEX Error Trade Tick Range List. In measuring the No Bust Range, the 
GCC shall determine what the true market price for that contract was immediately before 
the error trade occurred. In making that determination, the GCC may consider all 
relevant information, including the last trade price on GLOB EX, a better bid or offer 
price, a more recent price in a different contract month, the price of the same or a related 
contract established in open outcry trading, and the prices of related contracts trading in 
other markets (e.g., cash FX and SIMEX Eurodollars). The GCC may convene a panel of 
the GLOBEX Trade Review Committee ("Committee") to assist it in making such 
determination. 
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The CME and CBOT have implemented dissimilar electronic trading strategies. While both exchanges 
are increasingly trying to attract electronic volume in Europe, the Mere has adopted a more open 
approach and seems to have the early lead on its cross-town rival. 

Despite the fact that they're neighbors, the Chicago futures markets have chosen disparate 

electronic trading strategies. The CME, jump-started by its new open access policy and the 
success of its e-mini products, has taken the clear early electronic trading volume lead over 
its cross-town rival. Meanwhile, frustrated by the exchange's failure to generate significant 
electronic volume in Europe, some CBOT members are starting to second-guess the market's 
alliance with Eurex. 

Geographically speaking. only a few blocks separate Chicago's most famous markets--the Chicago 

Mercantile Exchange (CME) and the Chicago Board of Trade (CBOT). But in terms of cooperation on 
electronic trading issues, the exchanges may as well be based in the North and South Poles. In lieu 

of allying with each other. the CME and CBOT have mortgaged their futures on cross-Atlantic 
technology partnerships with Euronext and Eurex, respectively. Moreover, when the Mere recently 
unveiled a new, open door policy toward trading access, the electronic trading gulf between the 
Chicago exchanges widened. 

Today, in line with the alliances they formed in the late 1990s. the CME and CBOT employ 
completely separate trading engines. NSC--the trading system of the exchange formerly known as 
the SBF Paris Bourse, drives the Mere's Globex2 platform. On the other hand, the CBOT--through a 
joint venture dubbed Alliance/CBOT/Eurex (AIC/E)--is making use of Eurex's trading engine But, 
despite running different platforms, the CBOT and CME had maintained similar policies with regard to 
accessing their trading engines--at least until the end of last November. 
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Prior to Nov. 27, 2000, only CME members, clearing members and electronic trading hours (ETH) 
permit holders could gain direct access to Globex2. However, thanks to an open access rule change 
the Mere adopted on that date, any market participant who is guaranteed by a clearing member of the 

exchange can now get direct access to Globex2. In other words, even a retail investor can now enter 

an electronic order directly into a Globex2 screen. 

In contrast, only CBOT members and associate members are given direct access to A/C/E. Launched 
on Aug. 27, A/C/E--which runs an expanded version of Eurex's trading engine--has sparked 
significant electronic trading growth at the Board of Trade. However, the CBOT has yet to garner the 

type of electronic volume it expected to nab from European customers--a dilemma that has moved 

some exchange members to call for more open access, and has left others questioning whether it 
was a smart move to team up with Eurex in the first place. 

On a monthly basis, the CME and CBOT are both shifting more and more toward an electronic 
trading environment. But the Mere, thanks in large part to the huge success of its e-mini contracts, 

appears to be on a faster track. Through the end of November, the CME had increased its electronic 
trading volume by 110%, year-to-date. What's more, the Mere's November electronic trading volume 

of roughly 3.6 million contracts represented nearly 20% of the exchange's total volume for that month. 

Like its cross-town rival, the CBOT tasted electronic trading success in 2000--only on a smaller scale. 
From January 1 through August 25, the CBOT's incumbent Project A electronic trading system traded 
roughly 6.9 million contracts--accounting for approximately 4% of the CBOT's total volume during that 
period. On the other hand, in its first three months of operation, the AIC/E traded more than 6 million 

CBOT contracts. Moreover. in November alone, CBOT's electronic volume on A/C/E totaled roughly 
2.3 million, accounting for approximately 11% of the CBOT's overall volume. 

Open Sesame, Please 

Still, in spite of the electronic trading growth the CBOT has experienced since the birth of A/C/E, 
some members of the CBOT are unhappy with the progress the exchange has made attracting 
European customers. One former board member of the CBOT, in particular, is unhappy with the 

exchange's inability to entice European Eurex users to trade CBOT products. "We are not taking 
advantage of Eurex's European distribution, at all ... That's the disappointing thing," says Paul 
Johnson, a CBOT seat-holder who was a member of the exchange's board of directors from 1993 to 
1999. "Yes Trader and Trading Technologies and all of these different independent software vendors 

are going to make it easier for people to access A/C/E. But the problem is. we have to say, "yes, we 
welcome you to trade with us."' 

Upon its launch, roughly 84 CBOT member firms signed up to A/C/E, says a former member of 
Eurex's board of directors. The director, who spoke on the condition of anonymity, says that 53 of 
those firms were already Eurex members. Within the next two months, this source expects another 
"60 to 1 00" CBOT members to begin trading on A/C/E. Part of the reason that Eurex has proven 
appealing to market participants in Chicago, the source says, is because Eurex offers them free 
membership. "To be a member of Eurex means that you're an admitted institution, but you don't own 
anything and membership doesn't cost anything," says the source. 

In contrast, if you're a European market participant and you want to trade CBOT contracts via A/C/E, 
you have two options: either pay a fee to lease an associate membership in the CBOT or work with a 
Futures Commission Merchant (FCM) member of the exchange. Through a CBOT FCM member, you 
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can receive access to the A/C/E trading engine in a number of different ways--even via an Internet 
connection. Moreover. if member-firm-developed order-routing systems don't appeal to you, you can
-with the permission of your member--use one a plethora of ISV-supplied front ends to A/C/E. 

But Johnson, who used to chair the CBOT's business development committee, says that the 
exchange will not achieve significant penetration in Europe until it completely opens up access to 

A/C/E--perhaps by emulating CME's new Globex2 access policy. "Basically, if the rules were 

changed, with the flick of a switch. the European market participants would be able to become our 
customer, and would have the ability to trade on the A/C/E platform." he says. 

However, one current member of the CBOT's board of directors dismisses Johnson'sclaim that the 
exchange's European problems would be solved if it changed its access policy. "How were we 
supposed to be taking advantage of Eurex's distribution? We put the product out there and the 

customers haven't been using it yet. Whose fault is that? Basically, we overestimated the demand 
from Europe. That's what it is," the board member says, speaking on the condition of anonymity. "A 
lot of the business in A/C/E has been generated by U.S customers who like trading the German 
Bund. But just because U.S. customers like trading foreign contracts doesn't mean that foreign 

customers like trading U.S. products." 

The source says that with all of the different kinds of access offered by CBOT FCMs, it is not 

necessary for the exchange to follow the CME's lead. Moreover, he says that the exchange does not 
want to take the chance of creating risk chaos for its members by letting any market participant 
access its trading engine. "The big thing is risk control for the FCM. You've got to control these 
outside customers ... You've got to be able to know what they're doing," says the source. 

Still, all that being said, the source admits that he is disappointed that the launch of A/C/E has not 

generated more European trading volume for the CBOT. ""There was good volume at the start. But 
it's a little disappointing that it hasn't grown .... I'm not sure what's going on, but I certainly thought 
there'd be more European participation,"" says the source. 

The specific amount of European clients the CBOT has signed up to trade CBOT products since the 
launch of A/C/E remains unclear. CBOT officials decline to specify the number of new European 
electronic trading clients they have recruited since the debut of A/C/E. But whatever that number is, it 
should improve down the road, with the help of the CBOT's FCM community. 

All of the FCMs that signed up to trade via A/C/E have server connections to the trading engine--and 
therefore have the ability to electronically connect European traders to the platform. Michael 
Manning, a CBOT board member who is also the executive vice president at Chicago-based FCM 

Rand Financial Services, says the only European market participants who need to sign up for an 
associate membership (AM) in the CBOT are those who want to receive member trading rates. As of 
the end of November, it cost around $57,500 to buy an AM at the CBOT--but you could also lease 
one for between $300 and $400 a month. 

Manning says that if you are a sizeable European institution that trades large volumes, it makes 
sense to lease an AM, because you'll be able to save up to ""50 cents per trade."" But in the end, he 
says, whether you lease an AM is really a ""commercial decision as opposed to a technology 

decision."" From a technological point of view, he says, there really remains very little difference in 
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how a customer executes a trade at the CME vs. the CBOT--despite their different access policies. 
Emphasizing that point, he says that Rand has provided browser-based access to Globex2 to its 
clients for months. '"'The Mere has always been far better than the Board of Trade in making ... 

everything they do look kind of new and different and bigger and better,"" says Manning. ""But our 
view is what we're doing is the same as what the Mere is doing--they're just doing a better job of 

making it sound like they're doing something new and unique.'"' 

Gerard Varjacques, CEO of the GL Trade U.S.--an ISV that provides front end software for the CME. 
CBOT and 43 other markets--agrees that there is still little technical difference in the way CBOT and 

CME customers route and execute orders. But he adds that the CME's new open access policy does 

give the exchange an edge, because the more access points you can provide for your clients. the 
more electronic volume you will bring to your exchange. ""When you have an electronic market, the 

name of the game is to open up as many access points as you can,"" says Varjacques. '"'So we do 
think also that the CBOT will follow the CME's open access path if they want to be competitive."" 

Currently, he says, though both exchanges offer electronic connectivity to their clients, the Mere does 

a better job marketing its access. '"'To me, the direction that the CBOT is going is not very clearly 

stated by their board or by their management,"" he says. "''They want to promote the access they 
offer, but not too much."" 

Les Rosenthal--a managing partner at The Rosenthal Collins Group, a clearing member of both the 
CME and CBOT--concurs. ""You have one exchange, the CME, that is doing its best to provide this 
access. And you have another exchange. the CBOT, that, for competitive, political reasons, is doing 

everything it can to put up roadblocks to access,"" says Rosenthal, a former chairman of the CBOT. 

A/C/E, or Project A? 

Speaking of roadblocks. Johnson. the former CBOT board member, says that it may have been more 
difficult for the exchange to lure in European customers if it had stayed with its incumbent Project A 

platform instead of forging an alliance with Eurex. In fact, getting access to a broader European client 
base was one of the driving forces behind the Eurex alliance. says Johnson. 

But the current CBOT director says that the exchange could have achieved its European volume 
goals without any outside help. Indeed, in retrospect, the board member says, the CBOT's 
partnership with Eurex was a ""ridiculous"" maneuver. '"'You know, Paul Johnson was part of that 

board that made that decision. And, overall, it was a very bad decision,"" says the source. ""We paid 
an awful lot of money for something that's, technology-wise, certainly inferior to Liffe Connect. And 

frankly, I think ... if we had pumped as much money into Project A, we would have had a much better 
system that would have served our members and customers a lot better."" 

The biggest problem with Eurex, this source says, is that the core of its trading engine is 10 years old. 
Consequently, he says the system lacks the ""flexibility"" to perform some of the types of trades 

CBOT participants engage in--including spread trades. '"'A lot of work needs to be done on the A/C/E 
engine. It's very limited .... And from my point of view, I don't think the improvement can be done 

unless the whole system is re-written. Eventually, that's going to have to happen,"" says the source 

That said, it is unlikely that the CBOT will ever try to back out of its deal with Eurex. Indeed, the 
source says that the CBOT is essentially ""stuck"" in the alliance .. ""The bigger we get on this thing 
and the more people start using it and the more entrenched we become, the likelihood of us leaving 

the Eurex platform is virtually nil,"" he says. 
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But Manning says that by keeping would-be poachers away from the exchange's products, the Eurex 
alliance has already paid dividends to the CBOT. Just six months ago, he says, if the CME wanted to 
""list Treasury Bonds on Globex2,"" the CBOT would have been ""hard-pressed"" to stop them. 

Moreover. the CBOT had to fret about threats posed by start-up derivatives exchanges, like 
BrokerTec. But now, thanks to Eurex's trading engine, the CBOT has the power to strongly defend its 
turf. ""Today. start-ups are going to run into people that say there is no way for you to steal CBOT's 

market, because they have a modern electronic trading engine .... And in that regard, this alliance 

has been a huge success."" he says. 

Manning also says that A/C/E has accumulated a '"'nice mass of volume"" since its launch. and 

predicts that CBOT traffic on the engine will rise significantly in the next ""30 to 60 days."" Still, while 

insisting that ""most people"" at the exchange are happy about the Eurex partnership, Manning 
concedes that there are factions at the CBOT that would like to see the deal flop. ""A lot of people 
would like to see it fail, because the failure of A/C/E means open outcry has life over here,"" he says. 

E-Mini Excitement 

The CME's electronic trading engine is alive and thriving, in part because of the exchange's decision 

to roll out e-mini contracts. Actually. the Mere went live with its first e-mini contract--the e-mini S&P 
500 stock index--all the way back in the fall of 1997. Shortly thereafter, the CME launched an e-mini 

Nasdaq index contract. and just this year the exchange went live with e-mini versions of its lean hogs 
and feeder cattle contracts. 

But, in truth. it was the e-mini S&P 500--traded in increments one-tenth the size of the Mere's flagship 
S&P 500 contract--that vaulted the CME into a whole new era. Thee-mini S&P not only proved that 

the Mere could successfully trade a contract electronically, but also opened a door to retail 
investors--a brand new community of users. 

Prior to the launch of thee-mini S&P, says CME chairman emeritus Leo Melamed. the CME's floor 
community had really only ""given lip service"" to electronic trading. In fact, some members of that 
community of 3,000 people ""didn't even own computers,"" he says. But the rollout of thee-mini 

dramatically changed the exchange's perception of electronic trading. ""We had to prove that we had 

something that could be traded successfully electronically,"" says Melamed. '"'Thee-mini idea 
worked. and that changed the whole view of our entire floor community .... All of the sudden, there 
were lines to sign up for computer training and to get a Globex terminal. We literally had people 
waiting for months to get their hands on a terminal ... and the e-mini S&P became our strongest 
growth product ever."" 

Part of the reason thee-mini proved so successful, says former CBOT board member Johnson, is 
because it allowed users to see their fills ""immediately."" But while giving the CME it's due, 
Rosenthal says that there was another, underlying factor in the exchange's e-mini victory: luck. 
""They put together a contract that is retail oriented during a period of time where everybody was 
stock market conscious ... Instead of bringing up an e-mini pork belly contract. they bought up an 
e-mini S&P contract. That was basically a real lucky hit in a good space,"" he says. 

The success of the Mere's e-mini contracts, he says, has proven one thing: the delivery mechanism 
an exchange provides to clients is not as important as the products it offers. Therefore, in order to 
generate more electronic trading volume, the CBOT is going to have to develop more products that 
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appeal ""to the man on the street,"" says Rosenthal. ""What they invent in terms of content is going to 
be more important than delivery ... If you make something of interest to people, they're going to go out 
and find the delivery mechanism,"" he says. 

Naturally, such talk leads to questions about the CBOT's product strategy plans. For example, will the 
CBOT launch any e-mini contracts of its own. and why has it not clone so already? 

CBOT officials decline to comment on the exchange's product strategy. But the anonymous CBOT 
board member, while extolling the virtues of the CME's e-mini contracts, says the exchange has no 
concrete plans to launch any miniature contracts of its own. 

The source says that the CBOT has recently evaluated whether it should go live with an e-mini 
version of its grain contracts--but contends that, size-wise and fee-wise, it would not make sense, at 
this time, to launch an e-mini Treasury Bond contract ""For the CME, the e-mini is an offset. Maybe 
the floor broker isn't making money at the CME, but the exchange is making money,"" explains the 
source. ""At the CBOT, the exchange would make some money, but it wouldn't be enough to offset 
what the floor broker is losing. And politically, that doesn't ride very well."" 

Still, the CME's Melamed has little doubt that the CBOT will try to launch e-mini contracts of its own 
sometime down the line. ""My personal opinion is that that they will have to or they will not be able to 
succeed at all,"" he says 

However, Rosenthal says that, unless the exchange's board can convince its members that e-mini 
contracts would not detract from the volume they execute on the floor, we may not see the pint-sized 

contracts at the CBOT for a while. Moreover, he says that since the value of CBOT seat prices has 
decreased dramatically over that last year, the CBOT is also unlikely to change its electronic trading 
access policy any time soon. ""The CBOT is not going to do anything to level the playing field, 
because that would weaken the advantage that the floor trader has, and therefore weaken the price 
of one of its seats,"" he says. 

But Johnson cautions that if the CBOT does not step up to the plate and provide a more open 
environment for customers, they will trade elsewhere. ""I think the realities of the electronic world 
dictate that if you don't give the customers the most you can for whatever they pay, then somebody 
else is going to be able to come in there and take away your business,"" he warns. 
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8 Chicago Board of Trade 

October 22, 2001 

INTERPRETATIVE NOTICE 

RE: AMEND:MENT TO REGULATION 9B.04- e-cbot Access 

On September 24, 2001, the Board ofDirectors of the Chicago Board ofTrade approved policy 
and regulation changes that are designed to improve delivery of customer order flow to the 
exchange floor and its electronic trading platform, alc/esm. These changes will allow electronic 
connectivity to the OrderDirecfiM API and the afc/e platform for all market participants who are 
guaranteed by a CBOTV clearing member finn. 

OrderDirect API 
• Firms may write to the OrderDirect API (floor API) or use third party devices to provide for 

direct electronic routing of orders to Electronic Clerk units (broker workstations). These 
systems send automated trade confirmations into member fums bookkeeping systems and the 
Board of Trade Clearing Corporation. 

• Customers are able to use order entry systems provided by member fums to route orders 
directly to designated brokers in the trading pits. This provides member fum customers with 
immediate trade con.fumations. 

a!cle 
• Non-member firms may have direct connectivity to a/cle pro'\'ided the non-member finn has 

submitted the appropriate documentation that includes 'Written authorization from their 
clearing firm. 

• CBOT clearing member firms are responsible for all line connections costs. including 
cancellation charges for their non-member customers. 

• It is strongly recommended the non-member fum's assigned ID also reside on the clearing 
finn's MISS infrastructure. 

• All transactions executed by a non-member finn with direct connections shall be charged 
electronic non-member tnmsaction fees. If a non-member firm is acting in the capacity of a 
futttres commission merchant {FCM) and handling U.S. customer business, that entity must 
be registered with the National Futures Association (NF A). -

• Direct cor.mections with non-member fum status may only enter CTI 4 orders. 

For further information regarding the Order Direct (floor API) access, refer to the Trading Floor 
Technology section ofwww.cbot.cm or contact JoEllen Schroedter at 341-3104. 

For fUrther information regarding non member connectivity to alcle, contact Karen May (312-
341-3222), IngridMele (312-435-7215) or Cynthia Williams (312-435-7216). 

141 W. Jackson 13tvd. 
ChiCago, Illinois 60604-2994 
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Vice President and Secretary 
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